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ree Future Farmers
et Awards At Banquet
see members of thy Future
iers of America club received
a Tuesday night, April 29,
thel annual banquet of
oiler, High Chapter of the
e Farmers of America held
e high school gymnasium.
rd Mitchell received the
,vised farming award; Ber-
Jones. Jr., the scholarship
.1, and Lucien-Hall, the lead-
alf ard•
et' spotted Poland China
bred pigs were drawn by
ies Watson. John Cravens
Richard Gray. One Duroc
bred pig, donated to the FFA
by Billy Martin, was drawn
E. Gray. •
W. Cairnes. superintendent
:v schools: J. B. Lester, presi-
of the Farmers National
k. and George Pettit, local
were recognized by the
ter as honorary 'members.
and fathers preser.t were
and John Cravens, and
r Cravens; Clyde Mayes
Nat. Mayes; Calvert Wallace
Calvin Wallace; Lawrence
Lucien Hall, and Lawrence
all; Charles Newsom: Billy
act William E. Jor.es; Ron-
Capps; Marland Crocker and
rt Crocker; J. E. and Rich-
Grey and Lewis Gray; Ber-
Jones, Jr., and Bernard
Billy Martin; Winford and
littchell and Dallies Mitch-
Charles Phelps and Herschel
; Archie Scott and Archie
Arthur Sharp; Garfield
'Richard Webb ar.d Frank
;Hewlett Webster and Earl
;Jerry and Wayne White
Lester White; Artice Wood
Claide Wood; Earl Wood and
Wood: Lester McCaslin;
les Prince and John Wesley
re; Robert Sisk and Samuel
is Sisk; Charles Watson and
Watson.
seats included Murray Sell,
Natianal Bank: Howard Mc-
ell, McConnell Electric Co.;
rgePettit. farmer; Roger H.
y, Broadbent Seed Co.; G. T.
lace;C & L Tractor Co.; J.
Hodges Hodge Motor Sales;
ice Humphrey, Soil Conser-
Service; Billy Martin,
t, Caldwell County Farm
,au: Hugh Blackburn, Ran-
Motors: Noble Gresham,
Byeasu, Inc.; W. F. Brown,
.er High School; R. W. Cair-
superintendent of city
is m • . Taylor,
Princeton Lumber Co.; Chester
Sisk, Stevens Chevrolet Co.; C.
A. Horn, principal, Butler high
School; Hammond Travis, Prince-
ton Cream & Butter .Co.; Fibber
McGehee, Western Auto Associ-
ate Store; Clifton Hollowell,
mayor; Claude Robinson, Robin-
son Motor & Implement Co.; Dave
Mitchell, Mitchell Bros.; Sanford
Price, Price's Market; Sam Ste-
ger, Rotary club president; J.. C.
Dochett, Steger Lumber Co.; Lew-
is Gray, former member of FFA
now serving in the Armed For-
ces, and State Representative
William Jones.
Funeral Held For
Mrs. McClelland
Sturgis Native Was A
Member Of The Baptist
Church For 30 Years
Funeral services -for Mrs. Roy
G. McClelland, 62, who died Mon-
day morning, May 5, at her home
on 514 North Jefferson after a
serious illness of two week, were
conducted T ue a ci A y afternoon,
May 6, at the First Baptist
Church by the Rev. H. G. M. Hat-
ter, assisted by Rev. .0. M. Shultz.
Burial was at Sturgis.
Mrs. McClelland was the for-
mer Miss Clara Elizabeth Holt,
daughter of Peter Franklin Holt
and the late Barbara Ann Delan-
ey Holt, of Sturgis. She married
Roy G. McClelland in 1911 and
since 1920 had made her home in
Princeton.
A member of the First Baptist
Church for 30 years, MTS. McClel-
land had been an active member
of that church. She taught a
Sunday School class for almost
thirty years until ill health caus-
ed her to resign. She was a mem-
ber of the Modern Priscilla Club
ane leo a member of a supper
club.
Survivors include he: husband,
Roy G. McClelland: her father,
P. F. Holt; two brothers, Gorge
N. Holt aral Delaney Holt, berth
of Sturgis, and several nieces
and nePhetes. -
Bearers were H. D Holt, Jr.,
George N: Reit, Jr., Kenneth
Markhann, Dewey Brinkley, J. D.
Mitchell and Oliver Allcock.
Flowergirls were members of her
Sunday School class.
roe row. !eft to eight: Sandra Ann Davis, age 4. daughter of
and Mrs. Connie Davis, Route 3, Princeton; Karen Pilaut,
4, daughter of Mr. ai.d Mrs. J. B. Pilaut, 306 Wood street,
aleeton; Brenda Kay Cummins, age 4, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
..n Cummin.,, 208 Nichols, Princeton. Bottom row, left to right:
"7. Johnstone, zge 3. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward John-
. 417 South Jefferson, Princeton; Janet Clark, age 2, elssagh-
,1 Mrs. Patricia Clark, Princeton Hotel, Princeton; Ann, Mor-
age 4, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Morris, Route 3,
..nceton.
,ft to right: Billy Joe Oldham. age 6, soli of Mr. ant
1'. Oldham. Route 3, Princeton; Philip Ward, age 8, ar
Ann Ward, age 2, sotaand daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mau
Ward. Route 2; Princetera Perry Woodall. age 5. and Nancy
all,sgs 3. son and daughter of Master Sgt. and Mrs. Virgil
508 F.. Main, Princeton. Bottom row, left to eight, Len ita
McConnell, age 7; daughter -of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Mc.
nal, ?Madisonville greet, Princeton.; Judy Stallins, age 6, andqV 
Stallins, agei, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Stalling,
North Seminary, Princeton; Betfy Maher age 7, and PatIL;
n. 88e 5, daughters of Mr. and 'Mes. Jahn Mahar., Princeton.
Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursda
Superintendent Of
Street And Water
Department Quits
Lacy Cunningham Takes
Water Post Temporarily
But Man To Head Street.
Office Is Not Named
The City cOuncil opted Monday
night, May 5, to accept -the resig-
nation. pf Sam McConnell as su-
perintendent of the • city street
and water department. McCon-
nell has held the street and water
post for the greater part of the
last six Oars. ,
Lacy Cunningham, an employee
of the street and water depart-
ment, accepted the water post at
$200 per month on a 30 day trial
basis, lie said that he would ira
form the council at the end of
the 30 day period whether he
will accept the job permanently.
A street superintendent was not
named at the council meeting, but
a new sisperintendent was sched-
uled to be named at the next
regular counep meeting, Mon-
day, May 12.
A city policeman. Willis Mal-
lor§, also resigned his position
effective Monday, May 5. Orman
Tosh, Dawson To ad, was ap-
pointed by the council to fill the
vacancy. Tosh will receive the
same salary as did Mallory. Ac-
cording to usual procedure, Tosh
will be or: a 30-day trial period
before his appointment can be-
conic permanent.
Other council business disposed
of Monday ni ght was the ap-
pointment of Elbert McCaslin,
Judge 'John "J: Hanberry and L.
C. iisrnan to the Board of Super-
visors.
Council members ar.d the mayor
made up a collection to purchase
flowers for the funeral of Mrs.
R. G. McClelland, wife of City
Judge R. G. McClelland.
Regarding t he proposed rail-
road grade crossing between
Baldwin avenue and Washington
street, City Attorney Edward
Johnstone was asked by the coun-
cil to write a field engineer of
the ICRR asking that the crossing
be installed. A citizens' commit-
tee attended the council meeting
to -collectivety ask that *Mon be
taken to try to get the crossing.
One conncilman wanted to buy
summer uniforms for the police
force, and another thought each
officer should purchase his own',
(Cor.tinued on Back Page)
Clinic For Crippled
Children To Be Held
Here This Summer
A crippled children's clinic
will be held Ira PrincetOna some--
time early, this summer, accord-
ing to an announcement received
by the Caldwell Counts Health'
Unit from Miss klirian William-
sate Louisville, director, Ken-
tucky Crippled Children Com-
mission.
Heretofore, the clinic has been
held. at Hopitiasville. The clinic
here has been scheduled to. tike
care of attendance increases. T'ne
territoryas been divided mai
two secti ns, one clinic will be
held at Hopkinsville and the oth-
er here in Tainceton.
According to Miss William-
son's aneouncement, the Prince-
ton clinic will accommodate chil-
dren residing in Hopkins, Crit-
tenden, Lyon and Caldwell
counties. Children from those
counties, who have gone to the
Hopkinsville clietic in the past,
will be asked to attend the local
The .date the clinic will be
scheduled for Princeton will be
announced in the near future, ac-
cording to a local health Unit re-
lease.
Band To Compete Today
In Humboldt Contest
Approximately 70 members of
the Butler High Sc ool band and
their director, K. . Bryant, left
early this mor ing, Thuladay,
May 8, for H boldt, Ter.n., to
compete in the àsnual Strawberry
Festival.
Several bands from Tennessee,
Kentucky; Arkansas and other
states will vie for honors in the
mar,ing contests.
The Butler marching band was
judged the best in the festival in
1950 ar.d second best in 1931.
They were in competition with
some of the larger Memphis and
Nashville schools. This trip -and
contest entry marks the final
band event for this school year,
Mr. Bryant said.
Annual Alumni Tea Is
Scheduled For May 12
The Butler High School annual
alumni tea will be held at the
home of Mrs. :C. 0. Akin, 508
Washington street, Monday. May
12, from 3 until 5:30 p. m. All
alumni members and members of
the 1952 graduating class are in-
vited.
Top row, left to right: Douglas Edward Wynn, age 2, son of
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Lynn, Lamasco; Brenda Louise Wynn. age 3,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Wynn, Lkmasco; Jay Wade Van
Moose, age 10 months, son of Mr. and Mrs. John. Wade Van House,
Star Route 6, Princeton. Bottom row, left to right: Buddy Ward,
age 21/2, son of Mr. and Mrs. James Ward, Route 2, Princeton;
Mary Lee Ward, age 41/2, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Warea
Route 2, Princeton; and William Hiram Morgan, age 5, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram A. Morgara 615 Madisonville street, Princeton.
Top row, left to might: 13rad Barrett. age 3, and Becky Barrett,
age 4, son and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Barrett, 2/2 Blum
street. Princeton.; Stephen Cunningham, age 41/2, and Franklin
Cunningham, age .13 months, sons of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cun-
nil:wham, Henrietta Apartments, Princeton; Randy Clark, age 5,
son of Mrs. Patricia Clack, Princeton Hotel, Princeton. Bottom
row, left to right, Janet Brown, age 4, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Drown, 403 W. Market, Princeton; Chip :Hutcheson, age
4, and Ann Hutcheson, age 11/2, son and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John S: Hutchesma Jr.. 308 Franklin street, Princeton; Paul Hun-
esker, age 6, son of Mr. and MI1. Hugh Hunsaker, 427 E. Mar-
ket, Princeton.
Woodall Wins April
Insurance Campaign
8, '1952
Mr. Ca A. Woodall qualified as
one of the delegates to represent
the State agency of the Equitable
Life Assurance Society • at a
meeting to be held at Washing-
ton, D. C. May 15, 16, and 17.
Mr. Woodall won this trip by
his superior performance ir. the
life insurance field by leading the
slate of Kentucky and southern
Indiana, Mrs. Woodall will accom-
pany him to the , convention.
They will also visit 'Eugene Sed-
berry, son of Mrs. Woodall, at
Baltimore, Md., before returning
home.
County Farmer Injured
In Tractor Accident
Moscoe Mitchell, of Princeton
Route 3, w as admitted to the
Caldwell County War Memorial
Hospital Wednesday morning with
several broken bones and inter-
nal injuries suffered in a tractor
accident on his farm.
Ate Pool Will Attend
Youth Council eeting
Joe Boot, local hig1thool pu-
pil, member of the Buier
Club and a recently-elected
member of the Governor's Coun-
cil of the Kentucky Youth As-
sembly, is scheduled to attend a
special meeting of the Youth
Outwit Saturday, May 10,. at the.
YMCA building in Louisville.
IN NASHVILLE HOSPITAL
Robert Lee, Mechanic street,
submitted to surgery Tuesday at
a Nashville veteran's hoapitaa
Princeton Took Early
Lead But Fell Behind
In The Fourth Inning
T h e Princeton Regulars drop-
ped their second Twin States
league game in three starts in
the- young season to the Calvert
City club by the score of 6-2
Sunday, May 4 at the local dia-
mor.d.
Both clubs Were able to col-
lect only seven hits off the of-
ferings of Ray Newman for the
Regulars: and McBrearty for Cal-
vert City, but the locals made
ftve errors, and the visitors mis-
cued four times to mar the
otherwise tight Pitcher's battle.
Princeton jumped into an, early
lead with two runs in the first
inning on singles by Dorroh, Sisk
and Newman, but Calvert City
took the lead with three runs in
the fourth inning. Princeton was
never able to surmount that lead.
Calvert City added to that mar-
gin with two runs in the seventh
frame and one marker in the
eighth. The Regulars weren't
able to break into the scoring
Column after that three-hit first
inning as McBrearty allowed the
locals only four more hits over
the last eight innings.
McBrearty was the winning
pitcher and Ray Newman was
credited with the loss for the lo-
cals: Gene Sisk a n d Newman
each garnered two hits and Culp,
Calvert City receiver, led his
club with two hits. Princeton will
clash with the Fredonia entry
next Sunday, May 11 on the
Fredonia diamond.
123 456 789 r h e
Calvert City 000 300 210 6 7 4
Princeton .. 200 000 000 2 7 5
Former Princeton Man .
•
Wins Insurance Contest
Walton T. Taylor, native of
Caldwell couray and a graduate
of Butler High School who now
resides at New Orleans, was re-
cently presented a trophy in New
York by the Life Insurance Com-
pany of Virginia for being the
leading' agent of his division.
Mr. Taylor; w h o. .visited his
mother, Mrs. L. G. Taylor, Route
1,• Princeton, last week, was se-
lected as agent of the month of
December by his companit' and
was the nation's leading agent for
that period.
'Top row, left to right: Tommy Lynn, age 4, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Lynn, 504 South Seminary, Princeton; Susan McLin, age31/2, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles McLin, 400 Washington,
Princeton; Tommy Loperfido, age 4, son of Rev. and Mrs. Floyd
Loperfido, 206 South Jefferson, Princeton. Bottom row, left to
right: Martha Jane Tyler, age 15 months, dasighter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Tyler, Henrietta Apaatments, Princeton; .Myra Jill
Homing, age 6 months, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Medley Horn-ing. Route 1, Dalton; Linda Kay Davis, age 2, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Connie Davis, Route 3, Princeton.
Top row, left to right: Michael Wayne McClure, age 1,4, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Mack McClure, 208 E. Locust, Princeton; Martha
Rose Ward, age 10 months, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Ward,
Route 2, Princeton.; Sarah Lark age 1/2, daughter of Mrs. R. A.
Lars, 620 North Jefferson, Princeton. Bottom row, left to right:
Linda Lee Berkley, age 3, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James R.
Berkley, Route 3, Princoton; Cheryl Wilson, age 17 months, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. James Wilson. Route 2, Princeton; Beverly
Jane Marvel, age 8,-daughter of Mr. and Mrs.,D. L. Marvel, Daw-
son Road, Primeton.
First Weekly Newspaper
in Kentucky to be Granted
Associated Press Membership .
-Number 45
Majority Of Caldwell
Residents Now Favor
School Consolidation
City And County-Wide Poll Shows That 47 Per
Cent Of People Favor The Action With Only 28
Per Cent Opposing The Proposed Action
Forty-seven per cent of the
people in Caldwell county are in.
favor of consolidating the citY
and county school systems while
28 per cent are opposed to the
proposal.
That is the result of a poll con-
ducted this week by The Prince-
ton Leader staff after the an-
nouncement that officers of Car-
lisle Orange Post No. 116, Amer-
ican Legion', had sent out letters
recommending that immediate ac-
tion be taken to consolidate the
schools.
Red Cross Drive
Nets Over $1,900
Special Fund Requested
For Disaster Victims
Totals Only $49.75
A report from the county Red
Cross secretary, Mrs. Leo Linton',
reveals that the local 1951 fund
campaign closed with a total of
$1,941.49 collected. This figure
was "slightly" above' the, amount
originally asSigned this chapter,
according to Mrs. .Linton,
"We have been requested to
raise an additional contribution,"
Mrs. Linton said, "for the relief
of disaster victims. We have only
received $49.75 for that purpose."
Contributions from the differ-
ent divisions in the city and
county are as follows;
Business $712.70
Industrial 100.00
Fredonia 125.00
Rural resid. 316.42
City resid. 512.37
Special groups 175.00
The city residential figure in-
cludes $51.05 ceatributed by the
colored section. Mrs. Linton :Said.
The above figures do not include
the $49.75 collected for the disas-
ter fund after the regular fund
drive closed.
24 Admitted; 25 Are
Dismissed At Hospital
There were 24 patients admit-
ted to the Caldwell County War
Memorial Hospital and 25 dis-
missed from Tuesday. April 29
to Tuesday. May 6.
Those admitted were Mrs. J. D.
Wallace, Mrs. Juanita Hooks, Mrs.
Mary Cunningham, D aw so n
Springs; Gaydon Mitchell. Wil-
liam Harrington, Gladys Ann Mc-
Kinney, Eddyville; Kenneth Mize.
Somerset; Mrs. Louise Ortt, Ed-
dyville: Mrs. Louise Shinall, Mrs.
Homer Oliver, Mrs. Dorothy
Peek, Glycon L. Ovey, Eddyville;
Mrs. Agnes Vinson, Mrs.- Luther
Peters, Mrs. Ruth Cunningham,
Dawson Springs; Mrs. Verna Tra-
vis, Mrs. Cleotis Mitchell, Eddy-
ville; Miles Williams, Eddyville;
Mrs. Ethel Brooks, Mrs. Mary
Galesha, Eddyville; Mrs. Mar-
lene Franck, Anna DeFat Hobby,
John Parker, colored, Eddyville,
and Neami Scott, colorea.
Those dismissed were Mrs. Jua-
nita Hooks, Mrs. Mary Cunning-
ham, Gaydon Mitchell, William
Harrington, Gladys Ann McKin-
ney, Kenneth Mize, Mrs. Louise
Ortt and infant, Mrs. Home: Oli-
ver and infant, Mrs. Dorothy
Peek and infant, Glycon L. Oyey,
Mrs. Luther Peters, deceased;
Mrs. Agnes Vinson and infant,
Mrs. Ruth Cunr.ingham and in•
fent, Mrs. Verna Travis and in-
fant, Mrs. Elizabeth Swatzell,
Hopkinsville; Mrs. Jean Taylor
and infant, John Parker, colored,
ond Willie Pursley, colored.
Linde Johnson, age 41/2. and
Tony Johnson, age 21/2, daughter
and son of Mrs. Nellie S. John-
son, 407 Stone street, Princeton.
The poll, which T h e Leader
conducted on a city and county-
wide basis, showed that 18 per
cent of the people residtng in
Caldwell county have no opinior:
on the matter. Seven per cent re-
fused to make any comment.
Seventy-seven per cent of the
f a rin r s, :housewives, business
men, railroad men, painters,
truck drivers and laborers in-
terviewed had r.o preference as to
who should head or be named
superintendent of g consolidated
school system. Twenty-three per
cent stated they had a preference.
A majority of the interviewees
stated that the person named to
head a consolidated school sys- •
tern should be selected by the
combined city and coanty school
boards under which the present
systems operate.
The 47 per cent in favor of
consolidation said they thought'
the action to consolidate should
be taken and completed before
the 196-1953 school term begips
next fall:
One Caldwell Man To Be
Inducted This Month
One Caldwell countian is up
for induction into the Armed
Forces this month while 10 men
are to report today at Owensboro
to be re-examined, Luther
Barr.es, draft board clerk, an-
nounces. Nine m en reported
Tuesday for pre-induction tests,
he added.
Floyd Dunbar, of Star Route
6, Princeton, is to report for in-
duction Wednesday, May 14.
Those to report today for exami-
nations a r e Kenneth White,
county; Walter Dillingham, col-
ored, county; Virgil Tinsley, col-
ored, 316 Plum street; Robert
Gray, colored, cottcLt‘y; Prank
Baiter. colored, 31 Dorrivan
greet; Lonnie Haile, Route 3.
Dawson Springs: Frank Herell,
Box 555, Princeton; LeRoy Lam-
son, Route 3, Dawson Springs;
.Allfee Sisk, Star Route 5,
Princeton, and Gayle Copeland,
Waite 2, Princeton.
Those scheduled to report
Tuesday, May 6, were Robert
Phelps, Route 3, Princeton; John
Hart, Route 3, Princeton; William
Wood, county; Richard Pettit, 901
N. Jefferson; Gerald P'Pool,
Route 3, Princeton; Edwin Moore,
Fredonia; Clarence Williams, col-
ored, 305 Donivan; Preston Driv-
er, Fredor.ia, and James Beavers,
county.
Band Members To Help
Legion Auxiliary With
The Annual Poppy Sale
The. Bandboosters club and
Butler High School band mem-
bers will work with the local
American Legion Auxiliary in
that organization's annual Pop-
py Day, which is scheduled to be
held in "the near future", accord-
ing to an Auxiliary spokesman.
The Bandboosters will help so-
licit the Princeton. business se-
tion, and the band members will
help solicit' contributions in the
residential sections. Part of the
proceeds will be used to help
finance the band's summer camp
trip, the spokesman said.
Legion Post Officers
Favor School Merger
The Carlisle °rang:, American
Legion Post No. 116 was named
as favoring a merger of city and
county school systems in a Lead-
er story Tait week. That. post's
Legion officers should have been
given credit for favoring t h e
merger and not the post as a
whole.
Robert Gale Braittlim and Rog-
er Dale Brandon. 5-month old
twin sons of Mr and Mrs. Albert
Bakndon, 201 Garrett street,
Princeton.
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The Order Of Things
This is spring, -the bridge near Kuttawa 
to Kentucky Dam'' is
open, ior traffic and a lot of people' from 
towns and states north and
east of us will be passing this way. It
 Is up to us to make them
stop off here on the vvay instead of passing 
through. -
One way to attract more tourists is to
 get under way eyith
•
espring donning, which applies to the outsid
e surroundings as well as
those within the house. 'This section is b
lessed by nature with more
beauty than most places ar.d we should 
make every effort not to
mar that which we have.
Farmers taking a look at surroundings can
 improve the looks
of their places by a little paint or 
whitewash to .fences and out-
buildings, by removing old discarded mach
inery arld other trash
heaps. The grass already is green and the
 trees and shrubs have
on their new sprieg ensembles. Let us see 
their surroundings in
keeping with their freshness.
Spring cleaning inside our 'homes and busin
ess houses .can
serve its purposes too. It can give us more 
room, make our sur-
roundings more liveable and can help keep down 
fire haearder_Let
us start r.ow to make our premises clean,' b
eautiful and safe. Let's
make this town, this county a place so attracti
ee that tourists will
spread the word far and wide.
•
The "Small Man" Pays
, There was a time when the average man and wom
ar. didn't
have to do too much worrying about the cost of running
 the gov-
ernment. In that long-dead era, it was commonly said the
 rich paid
most of the bill anyhow, and the rest of the people got th
e benefits
practically free.
Anyone who still believes that, 'lives in a world of sheer
 fan-
tasy. We have finally reached the point where the co
st of govern-
ment is so huge that even the confiscatory faxes paid by 
people in
high-income groups hardly make a dent in the total—and
 the peo-
ple of small and moderate means must carry the bulk of the 
border..
Early in 1951, Secretary of the Treasury Snyder presente
d
• some revealing facts to the House committee. They concer
ned the
distribution of surtax net income — which is the income left after
deductions for personal exemptions and dependerets. In that ye
ar,
Mr. Snyder said, surtax net income totaled $90,000,000,000. Of this.
$82.000,000,000 was in the brackets of $10,000 arid under ($62,-
000,000,000 being in the under-$2,009 classification) and only $8,-
000,000,000 was he the brackets above $10,000.
This should certainly take care of the illusion that we can
keep on meeting the cost of government, by "soaking the rich." If
we expropriated every nickle of income the rich have, the resulting
revenue would carry the government for only a matter of weeks.
It's the "small Mar." who must pay--.as tens of millions leatried last 
eveleorneseesseiesere the. family and
THE PR NCETON LEADER, PRINCETON KE
NTUCKY
Little Chips
117 J. S. R.
My lost weekend. Fishing at
Kentucky Lake without catching
one tiny fish. Those in the boat
next to ours caught 60. '
* * *
Signs of our time: Youth Will
'haste its fling. Yes, indeed. Bub-,
ble gum, pea ,hooters and the
yo-yo all have had their' day.
Now, in Prieceton, it's the water
gun that has become the fad.
* * *
was run;
The starting point was a pump-
kin vine,' . •
And a country eherch the finish
line.
The purse, I'm told, was very fine,
Some Brown Mule plug and a keg
Of wine;
The riders laughed and were full
of boast
"As the horses' cantered to the
C. A. 'Woodall, insurance agent Pose
here who is in the middle of a Fur three furlongs and maybe
lit% insurance Writing cruelest, bas four, .
written- as mapy policies in the The bay led Out by a length
campaign as he is old. That is
about 73, I heir. 
more;
Acrbss the flat and through he
* C * • brake,
Ed•Blaokburm Route 5, Prinee-
- It seemed the mare would win
ton, has turned poet' with a poem
. the stake.
called, "A Cour:try Horse Race." •
The poem Was published in Al-eeehey crossed the bridge, the bay
Ian Trout's column in The Cour- led still,
ier-Journal Saturday. I thought so And they started up the meetin'
much of the poem, I decided to house hill,
take the liberty of publishing it When the sorrel pushed by and
March 15. And it's-the "small man" 'who has the most to gain from
efficient, economical government, and reduced taxes.
—(The Journal-Enterprise)
•
A Good Appointment
The appointment of Gen. Matthew le. Ridgway to succeed
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower will meet with ursiversal approval.
Gen. Ridgway was in Europe in World War II, Miring which he led
the daring 82nd Airborne Division through the Italian campaign and
into Normandy on D-Day. He made four jumps behind the er.emy
lines in Europe.
. Gen. Eisenhower is quoted as saying, "You have- in Gen. Ridg-
way one of our splendid leaders, proved in several campaigns in
the Second- World War ar.d in Korea." Gen. Ridgway, a year ago
succeeded General of the. Army Douglas MacArthur as supreme
commander in the Far East in which post he directed the military
operations and. supervised the Korean armistice negotiations, the
moves preliminary to signing of the Japanese peace treaty and the
security pact with Japan.
Gen. Ridgway.. has exhibited marked prowess both on the
fighting front and as an administrator. The naming of Ridgway
offsets the great loss that the free world otherwise would lave
suffered by the determination of General Eisenhower to return to
this country. —(The Lexington Herald)
•
F.B.I. Chief On Crime
J. Edgar Hoover, :who lcnows the history of •crime and its cur-
rent manifeseations -as • no other man does, anl who is highly
esteemed and greatly trusted by the American p ple, reports that
crime in the United States ins 1951 increased by 1 per cent over
the preceding year. The involvement of such I ge numbers of
young men and women under 21 is, as he says, ''a tragedy of our
times."
There was an average of 5,157 major crimes committed every
day throughout 1951, and a total of 1,882,000 in 12 months, an 'in-
crease of 92,130 over 1950. There were more arrests in the 23-year-
old group than in any other, 'while persons under 21 accounted for
14.4 per cent of all arrests during the year.
Nearly 120,000 minors were enmeshed in the toils of crime,
-erfte17,000 of them were under 18 years of age.
Murder and manslaughter cost the lives of 12,330 persons, while
another 147,000 were victims , of rape or felonious assaults. Re-
ports compiled from 276 cities showed that property stolen amount-
ed to a value of $150,000.000.
It is significant that the average robbery netted only $194,
and the average, burglary only $139.
What are the causes back of such a crime record, and the
steady increase in the Lumber of crimes committed? Above all,
what accounts for the large number of young persons, many of
them minors, who have been involved with the police and have
been hauled before the police courts?
It may seem banal to say that the three great institutions of
society, on which all others rest, the home, the school and the
church, somehow have failed to do. their full duty. Certairely the
home is the most basic of them all, and want of parental discipline,
which is wholly ineffectual without personal example, must be
placed first, as the factor which is most important of all. Such fam-
ily life, however, grows out of religious principles and motives.
The school attempts in vain to overcome strong tendencies in :the
wrong direction which origieates in the-home. The intimate re-
lations of parents and children are productive of good or evil, and
adults, in the last analysis, must be held accountable for the way-
wardness of youth.
Police protection is a necessity only because the home is so
often a failure. —(The Lexington Herald)
•
Those 'Rejected' Medals
-- here in case some of you didn't
see it in the big city paper.
This tale I've heard of a fiery bay,
Whose owner placed in a race
one day
'Gainst a blaze-faced sorrel,
slight of frame,
With stocking legs and a: silver
mare.
Parents whose emotion takes the strange form of "rejecting"
service medals awarded posthumously to their sons should study
the example set the other day :by a Gold Star mother in Michi-
gan. While concedieg that "net everyone agrees with the adminis-
tration," she deplored the "twisted thinking of those who attract
nationwide publicity by sending medals back to the President."
• The parent who returns a medal because he dislikes Truman
is overlookiteg a simple but important point. It is that neither he
rear the President is a principal in the presentation. The President
merely acts as the representative of a grateful nation. The parent,
for his part. is acting for his son, and therefore has no business
injecting his personal rancor into the situation,
One is naturally reluctare to criticize the emotional reactions
of a bereaved parent. However, after the parent himself has chosen
to make his feelings a public issue, it is no more than fair to re-
mind him of the danger that he may be misrepresenting the very
person for whom he is supposed to speak—his own son.
—Weedier (Colo.) Beacon
Two country squires, one Sunday
morn,
Went ridtn' out to view their corn,
When the blaze-faced sorrel with
silver mane
And the fiery bay refused to rein.
There was no, track or starter's
gun,
Down a country road this race
•
Washington
Letter
(By Jane Eads)
Washington — It's your house,
Mr. and Mrs. America, and you're
To be sure, you'll get no re-
freshments. And you'll be limited
to the ground floor and the East
Room, state parlors a n d state
dieing room on the first floor.
There's hardly any chance you'll
bump into the President or Mrs.
Truman. But you'll get a chance
to approve, or disapprove of the
renovations which have kept you
from visiting your house for four
years.
Now that the President a n d
First Lady are settled back in the
mansion, there will be a resump-
tion. of a social schedule some-
what similar, if considerably
simpler, to that maintained in
pre-renovation years. Mrs. Tru-
man has announced a series of
official receptions to be held at
set the pace,
And the bay horsewhinnied and
quit the race.
•
The rider spat, so I am 'told,
And cursed the mare that drop-
ped this !oat;
And never again. 'till his day was
done,
Would the bay horse face the
starter's gen.
* *
•
Virgil Smith, his wife ar.d kids
bed Kentucky's Adolph Rupp to
dinner the other night. Rupp was
passing through Princeton look-
ing for cagers, and stopped off
at the Smith household bkore
continuing his journey.
•
receive such groups as the diplo-
matic cores, the judiciary, the
Army, Navy and Air Force, offi-
cials of the Treasury, Post Of-
fice, Interior, Agriculture, Com-
merce and Labor departments and
other federal agencies, as well as
. ;
the press and radio.
All of these will receive en-
graved invitations. Most will
come through the East eptraere,
climb the marble staircase tn the
East Room and pass through the
Green Room into the Blue Room
to be receiveu by Mr. and Mrs.
Truman. Then they will move into
thc Red Room and on to the state
dining room, where light refresh-
ment. will be sos ed.
look it over. Some oeyou will get
engraved invitations', but most of
ybu can just barge in anyway.
Every Tuesday through Satur-
day, from 10 a. m, to 12 noon, the
east entrance of the White House
is reopen again to the mansion's
owners, the people of this natiors,
arie to visitors from aboard as
well. No cards of admission are
necessary. e Custom has pre
scribed that
each season the chief executive
and Its official hostess give :4
series of dinners and a program'
of receptions. The state dinners
were called off in 1947 to help
conserve food because of- hunger
abroad. The season that year be-
gar. with the diplomatic recep-
tion, with representatives from
66 nations honor guests at the
foodless but brilliant affair. The
congressional reception wound
up the program February 10.
In November 1948 t h e Tru-
mans moved into Blair House, and
the social schedule was consider-
ably curtailed. Large dinners for
visitieg dignitaries were held at
a hotel, but Mrs. Truman gave a
series of small teas.
5 p. m. on various dates through. ••:-she word "profiteer" first came
May and June, winding up with
a garden party for hospitalized
veterar.s.
President and Mrs. Truman,
standing in the Blue Room, will
• .
to be used in Engler-4 during
World War I and was given offi-
cial sanction in an act of parlia-
ment in 1919.
eee--
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13etter &Hie Vet-
on ifie Phone:
Dote-bred cattle—sign of the 
South's
new, balanced agriculture—mean
more money for stockmen, better stand-
ards of living on the farm, a growing
demand for telephones.
Farm telephone expansion has been
one of Southern Belt's biggest and most
important jobs for years—and today is
more important than ever. It is a job
that takes a lot of money, materials,
experience, know-how—and time.
In just the past 6 years we have
tripled our rural telephones. We're
building more and more rural lines as
fast as scarce materials and defense
needs permit.
SOUTHERN SILL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Kentucky Folklore
"We And They
By Gordon Wilson, Ph. D.
(Western State College)
The son of an African chief
that I once knew always referred
to Arnerican Negroes and Neg-
rims generally es "they" rather
than "we.e. I was never sure
whether he felt superior to his
American kinsman or merely re-
garded himself as a stranger in
strar.ge land. His feeling, if it
were the first of these, is identi-
cal with that of many people, who
refuse to see in the beliefs and
customs of oedinary 'people any
kinehip yeah their own.
It has taken five to ten gener-
ations of American people to de-
velop a sincere desire to know
our historical backgrounds rather
than a glorified story that always
gives the laurels to our ancestors.
Most people who have never tak-
en the trouble to track down our
customs and beliefs imagine that
prejudices and superstitions tied
quaint habits are distinctive only
of the very ignorant or the new-
er nationalities that have come
to America.
I can recall when, in learned
circles, there was a Heim; of eye-
brows when a scholar mentioned
American folklore as anything to
be thought of as compared with
the folklore' of some foreign
country. Partly because of. this
glorifying our ancestors and our
belittling folk customs, we knew
less about our genuine back-
grounds than does many a nation
of Europe that we regard as slow
or poor or primitive. As long as
scholarship is devoted mainly to
queer people of some corner of
the world, just so long will we
fail to see the value of our own.
It is well to know that the
Negroes of the Sea Islands of
South Carolina and Georgia have
this or that belief; some excellent
work has been done there. But
it is work done by outsiders, who
could not possibly uederstaae the
folk attitudes of those primitive
•
Negroes, so little removed yet
from slavery conditions. If a
Negro, reared there, as Zoe*
Neals flurston was reared in
Florida, could interptet the Sea
Island • folklore, there would be
some chance of the interpreta-
tions being approximately cor-
rect.
Most folklore journals•of other
years were made up almost whol-
ly of such specious titles as "Folk-
lore of the Hottentots" or "Hoer
the 'Eskimos Explain the World."
These are vital studies and should
he made, but they are not the
Several years ago I.raa bito an
Itkeirly farmer in a remote count
y
who • felt a .bitter prejudice
gait* a small village not far
from his home. The village itself
looked and still looks like a ghost
town of the West, for whatever
prominence It may have had lo-
cally or- in the state had lens
vanished. The old gentleman
talked about the arroganett of the
people of that bedraggled-Ile/Wage
as if they were trying to set the
standards -for the•whele world. I
wondered then and ,still wonder
whether. he was not echoir.g a
longitanding prejudice that began
with the village itself in the late
.1700's. So far as other people
around the village are concerned,
I could find no confirmation of
Thursda ,.May 8,
all around us, making us se
we are, often unconsciously
ing as though we had s
backward in history and
reenacting some folkway eat
long ceased to be tett:revs
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Do You Know?
Oslo, Norway, is a modes
because it was leveled by bey
disastrous fires in ttie
ages.
London had subway tram,
early as 1853.
The Azores stretch from
1,200 miles west of Porte,
The State flower of
25th state admitted into tee
ion, is the apple blossom,
Military dogs- were used
only folklore studies that would any modern prejudice. combatant
s in World Wsti
repay or..e for making. Most of
o be 
Maybe 'just such leftovers are •th:u..U.nilecL.Sess inaities
our folk attitudes are still:t 
e. iv.
_
evaluated, and we are not prime ep••• I 
w 
tives living in some remote cor- . I: at KEACII S in llopkinsville
ner of the universe.
I
way right here in Kehtucky es
would bear study, serious study •
The persistence of some NM- : C
by historian and folklorist alike. :
Some of the folkways of the state •
can be explained; others are still : Glorify your home vvith
ARpris
-puzzling.
Take political affiliations, for
example. Why is the :Jackson
Purchase so overwhelmingly
Democratic, he spite of the fact
that it was not too ardently
Soutbern at the time of the Civil
War? Why have the southern
mountain counties rema:ined the
stronghold of the Republican--
Party? And why a:•e there some
strange exceptions,' like Critten-
den county,- strongly Republicat
in the midst of counties that are
Defocratic?
, Take church affiliations as an-
other instance. Why are the Bap-
tists the most numerous Protest-
ant, denomination in the state,
whereas they are less strong just
north of Keetucky? Why do ceie
tain, local churches persist a n d
grow when it may be miles to
anothell'of the same faith? And
why do prejudices persist in many
places long after any one knows
why or how they started?
AND RUGS
•
: bright NEW floor covering.
r •
•
C •
A wonderful new shopping paradise—lust for YOUi
Our new carpet departm•nt Is JUST that. Doubled
In size where you can shop In luxurious comfort-.
• 
peacefully and quietly. Beautiful new modern
• ing that'gives you truer color percep
tion , new
•
• 
metropolitan store display racks for roll carpet_
• Everything that you can gist In any big city tura
•
• ture store including 
• 
• I
• COMPLETE LINES OF THREI
• 
• OP THE COUNTRY'S LEADING MANUFACTUR-
•
• ERS . . . BIGELOW-SANFORD . . . ALEXANDER
• SMITH & SONS . . . JAMES LEES AND SONS.
•
•
•
• So Why Go Further When You Con Get
What You Want In Hopkinsville?•
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PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
TELLS YOU WHY YOU SHOULD
-` 0•WWy‘k
YOUR OLD REFRIGERATOR NOW
ON THIS BIG,
NEW G-E!
1.
DE LUXE 11-CU-FT
SPACE MAKER
REFRIGERATOR
4"PER WEEKafter down payment
Your old refrigerator
may be costing you money!
It's undoubtedly using much more
than it should—as much as three times more
than this G-E during hot weather! And it
doesn't maintain proper temperatures. caus-
ing expensive food spoilage'
You get so much more
with this new G-E!
MORE SPACE! A big 11 cubic feet--UP to
25% more food-storage space than mere
old-style refrigerators occupying the 
same
floor area!
MORE FEATURES! Across-the-Top Freerer,
handy Space Maker Door Shelves, Roll
a-
Drawers, Butter Conditioner, Meat T
ray.
and much more!
GE DEPENDARIUTTI Famous G-E 
sealed-
in refrigerating system assures you of Isms
years of faithful service!
Your old refrigerator
may cover the cost of
the down payment!
Just come in or phone us. Well let Me
know how much your old refrigerator 
is
worth towards this big 11-en-ft 
General
Electric!
DON'T WAIT TILL YOUR OLD REFRIGERATOR BREAKS DOWN!
 SEE US TODAY!
PRINCETON LUMBER COMPANYS. Seminary St. Phone 2081
Authorizod deakor
GENERAL ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATORS
'
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1 THE GARDENBy IJohn S. Gawlaer, KentuckyCollege of AgrioUllore andMOON Itrommics
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EGGPLANTS AND PVIPTIOIS
The time is near for setting
eggplants and peppers. Officially,
at Lexington, the date lies be-
tween May 10 to 30, or anywhere
In the state whies.j the weather
and soil have gotten quite warm.
Alrarf-fruit crops, and so ben-
efit from a good supply of phos-
phorus, as described in the gen-
eral garden fertilizing scheme
here outlined some weeks ago.
Eggplants—The bugaboo asso-
ciated for a long time with this
crop has been the black flea-
beetle. It made so many fine holes
in the leaves that the plants of-
ter: perished in a day or two. Also,
eggplants are extremely subject
to blight that finished tie job the
fleabeetles started.
Both these troubles can be
stopped by dusting with a consbi-
nation of DDT or Methoxychlor,
5 per cent, plus copper, 6 per
cent. Either dust is readily ob-
tainable, ready-to-use. Or, spray
may be used, 50 per cent DDT or
50 per cent Methoxychlor, two
level tablespoons, and two level
tablespoons of 46 per cent Cop-
per-A or 45 per cent C-0-C-S,
all in one gallon of water. '
Application should start at
plant-setting, to be repeated
weekly, at least four times, to
carry the plants past danger. But
if •further signs, leafspotting or
leaf puncturing, are seen, more
dusting or spraying will help.
The varieties are Black Beauty
and New York Purple, and settir:g
distances are in rows 3 feet apart,
30 inches to 3 feet in the row.
Peppers — Fortunately, these
have no pests except possibly the
fleabeetles for a week or two af-
ter garden-setting. This pest's
can t rol is as described above.
Setting distances are in rows as
close as 30 inches, 24 inches in
the row.
As to varieties, Ruby Giant
and Bullnose are tops in home
gardens, or, if obtainable, Cali-
fornia Wonder. Also, there are
several pimento types by various
names including 'pimento" that
do well in Kentucky's latitude.
The "hot" kinds are Chili and
Birdseye.
Japan has three volcanic ranges
of mountains.
Sitnp16 as A.8.6.
A•tonlatic d•frosting.
Nothing to do.
Sy Moos& Coating!. Foot
orLoctrk defrostmg any limo.
Conorootlelool *low relothod.
isA C01011 WITEINOIS—
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Spring-fresh Green In-
tenors ... Color-keyed
door handles!
e 2095 Princeton, Ky.
With the tobacco setting season
drawing near, I would like tq re-
emphasize the danger of spread-
ing black shank in tobacco by
community Use of tobacco setters
and bringing plants in from off
the farm.
If tobacco setters or tractors are
to be used on more than one farm
they should be thoroughly clean-
ed between farms.
Water to be used in setting
should not be gotten from run-
ning streams as it might have
picked up contamination from
farms above.
FERTILIZER FOR CORN
There have beer: a lot of ques-
tions as to how much nitrogen
could be used under corn eco-
nomically.
Here are results of tests run at
Mississippi State College Experi-
ment Station for four years. No
nitrogen was applied on four
fields and the yield (was 29.4
bushels. Two hundred pounds
per acre of ammonium nitrate on
four fields yielded 64.8 bushels
and four hundred pounds on four
fields yielded 68.7 bushels. Each
field was planted at the rate- of
4,000 plants per acre.
Three sets of corresponding
tests were run with the only dif-
ference being corn which was
planted at the ra te of 12,000
plants per acre. Yields ranged
from 35 bushels per acre on-the-
no nitrogen to 106.2 bushels
where 400 pounds of ammonium
nitrate were used.
This set of tests further shows
the relation. of high yields to the
number of plants per acre where
plenty of plant food is used. Max-
imum benefits from heavy ferti-
lization of corn cannot be gotten
without correspondingly heavy
population of plants per acre.",
Mental Illness In
U. S. Costs Over
A Billion Dollars
By Dr. W. L. Cash
(Medical Consultant)
The $1,108,000,000 that mental
illness costs U. S. taxpzyers an-
nually should make it plain that
preventive measures against men-
tal illness badly-nczeled, Jess
Cur"rk, assistant directcr, Divis-
:an of Mental Heelth, Kentucky
State Department of Health, said
as he urged recogeit on aiid sup-
port of Mental Health Week, May
4 to 10.
"With patients in mental hos-
pitals making up almost half of
the patients in all the hospitals
in the United States, it is neces-
sary that we take steps to see
that people stay mentally healthy
in addition to trying to cure the
mentally ill," Cusick pointed out.
,Although no formula has beer,
devised for achieving or main-
taining mental health, Cusick ad-
ded trat there are a number of
aid i to good mental health.
Among them are work or an or-
ganized activity, play (which does
not have to mean a game but
can also be something the person
finds pleasure ir.), friends and
talking. Cusick p6inted out that
expressing one's doubts, fears,
annoyance and protests in an ac-
ceptable manner is essential for
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Politest event in our entire year ... Re
savings in every department. Sale
Ihrough this week and all of next...
Is fill all your home furnishings needs
at worth while savings during Keach's
S4th Anniversary Sale!
Aniversary event gives as • very
•PPertuulty I.@sprees ear appease
fo' the matidenee ear many Meade
•
*red is as ... As we celebrate, ow •
ieslro is to 'erre you ... better, more 
•
sad helpfully. •
nos, 11 In all, Is loaded •
laseld values during this 11
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_111Plehed. do shop Reeek's •
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Homema6rs Told
World Problems
Related To Food
Ten weeks spent in the islands
of the Pacific convinced Mrs.
Anna C. Petteys that the prob-
lems of the world are closely re-
lated to the problem of food.
Colorado newspaper publisher
and traveler, she spok eto mem-
bers of the Kentucky Federation
of Homemakers at a series of
district meetings held througkut
the state. Her subjet7 was,
"Earth's Fullness."
There is not enough soil on the
islands to feed the people, she
said, and rural areas are fast
losing their people to industry.
Mrs. Pettey s told of the Pan-
i'acific Conference ef Women at-
tended by representatives of 20
countries; of the university (pat-
terned after Berea College) built
on the battlefield of Okinawa,
where 1,000 natives are learning
agriculture and home economics,
and of her visit to the New Chris-
tian Irterhational University in
Tokyo, t h e ;'highlight" of h e r
trip. She urged that the women
of the United States show great
understanding and patience for
the women of Japan.
"You are free to do, to think,
to act," Miss Myrtle Weldon of
the University of Kentucky re-
minded the homemakers in her
address, "Possibilities Unlimited."
She spoke of the work of women
in politics, industry, the profes-
sions, the military and the home.
"Now as never before, the }lime
must offer: I) security with close
bonds of understanding and af-
fection.; 2) more social and recre-
ational life; 3) strong bodies de-
veloped through good food and
good health habits; 4) inviting
homes where families like to live
and friends come; and 5) con-
veniences that make is possible
to carry a full work-load with a
minimum of wasted effort," she
said.
Other speakers heard by more
than 6,00 farm and rural ;women
were Mrs. Wade Holt, Bloomfield,
president of the Kentucky nider-
ation of Homer:letters, and t h e
district chairmen of citizenship,
reading, membership and publi-
city committees.
This Is The Time
For Clover leaf
Weevil To Appear
Clover-leaf weevil appears
nearly e v e r,y spring in clover
and alfalfa fields in Kentucky.
At this time of year, the leaves
of the clover or slfslfa plants
will be found with notches eaten
out of their sides or occasionally
with whole leaves eaten off.
Small, green fat-bodied, legless
larvae will be found during the
daytime hidden in trash about the
base of the plant. Their bodies
are nearly always curved so that
the head and tail nearly touch.
There is a pale yellowish-white
stripe down the center of the
back.
Usually fungus diseases or na-
tural enemies keep this pest un-
der control. In certain seasons,
however, it may be desirable to
poison them. On seedling clovers,
toxaphene can be used to good
advantage. As a 10-per cent dust,
apply it at the rate of ,15 to 20
pounds per acre; as a spray, 11/2
to 2 pounds of actual toxaphene
per acre.
If the infestation. is on clover
that will be pastured or cut for
hay within 30 days after appli-
cation of an insecticide, then
Methoxychlor should be used at
dosages recommended on the
label. Poisoned plants can be pas-
tured 7 to 10 days after treat-
ment.
If plant lice and the clover-
leaf weevil appear simlutateous-
ly, as they sometimes do, a 1-per
cent parathion dust, 25 to 40
pounds per acre, can be used ad-
vantageously. One using this
poison should cibserve all safety
regulations suggested by the
manufacturer. —Entomology De-
partment, University of Ken-
tucky.
The Janissaries, forming the
standing army of Turkey from
1300 to 1826, were recruited
among Christian children and
trained in the Moslem faith.
Kentucky mines produce 15 per
cent of the coal mined in the
United States.
Jade varies ir...olor, from nearly
white to dark green.
mental health. A good confidant
might be a physician, an under-
standing member of the clergy
or a - teacher.
As part of :ts p rogr a rrilthe
State Department of Health's Di-
vision of Mental Health conducts
five clinics in different areas of
the state. Each is staffed with a
psychiatric social worker who
acts as a mental health consult-
ant and a part-time psychiatrist
and psychologist. The clinics are
located in Frankfort, Danville,
Henderson, Harlan and Bowling
Green. Pamphlets, films and ad-
vice on mental health are avail-
able from local health depart-
ments- in Kentucky.
Seed dealers in Spencer coenty
estimate that 1,000 acres will be
seeded to Kenland clover this
spring.
A total of 56,000 forest tree
seedlings were distributed in Les-
lie county this season.
Harlan county 4-H club boys
are finishing their woodwork
projects in preparation for their
ar.nual rally day.
Approximately 43,000 straw-
berry plants were set in Jackson
county, the majority being the
Tennessee Beauty variety.
Many Carlisle county farmers
are planning heavy fertilization
to raise corn yields on reduced
acreage.
Floyd Newton, of Estill county,
is installing a water system in
his home, poultry house and barn
from a spring some 800 feet
away.
Homemakers in Barren county
estimated they s a v ed at least
$457 by _making garments at
home.
About 35,000 strawberry plants
were ordered by farmers in
Letcher county as a new cash
crop.
Income from cattle and dairy
products in Adair county now ex-
ceeds that of tobacco.
Fifty-three 4-H boys and girls
in Pendleton county are carrying
an electrical project.
G. W. Bernards of Russell
county harvested 1,200 bushels of
Golden Delicious apples from a
three-acre orchard last year after
following the spray schedule sent
him by the UK College of Agri-
culture and Home Economics.
Four-H club members in Union
county are feedieg more than 50
calves, more than hajf of them
being Herefords.
Oscar Gribsby, of Trigg county,
is building a 78 by 58 pole barn
to house his herd of 40 registered
Jerseys.
t. Billy Mitchell
ompletes Tour Of Japan
Sgt. Billy G. Mitchell, whose
wife, Barbara, lives on Route 3,
Princeton. recently completed a
three-week tour of Japan with
the 1st Cavalry Division's musi-
cal comedy, "Yellow Ribbon."
Mitchell played an instrumerA
in the 25-man orchestra for. the
show, which was two and a half
hours long. A satire on Cavalry
life, "Yellow Ribbon" had a cast
of 30 actors and vocalists and
was the largest of its kind in
the Far East.
During the tour of Japan, the
show was presented on schedule
at 14 military installations des-
pite the vast amount of Proll'r-
ties, which weighed more than
9,000 pounds. The troupe was a
self-sustaining unit on the trip.
8e rgeant Mitchell attended
Western State College, Bowling
Green, before entering the Army.
His parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mos-
coe Mitchell, live or.; Route 3.
Princeton.
THURSDAY & FRIDAY, MAY 8-9
Ar(AWDER'. • • .
SATURDAY, MAY 10
Don't Mae!!
JOHN WAYNE
In
Lady For A Night
CARTOON
'Thursday, May 8, 1952
The District' et Columbia was was taken from the altdos of
originally 100 square miles an Id  Maryland and Virgirds.
WOOD DRUG STORE
Phone 2075 Princeton, Ky.
Then it's the world famous
"DOBBS TRXSS"
BULBLESS — BELTLESS — STRAPLESS
Reason should teach you not to place a bulb or ball in
opening of rupture, thus keeping the muscles spread apart.
Tailor-made to fit. No straps, belts, buckles, bolts, or
screws. Last several years. Washable. Lightweight. It
holds like the hand. Approved by doctors the world over.
Comfort and relief that will last. No matter what truss
you now wear, you owe it to yourself to let us prove to
you, without cost, or obligation, what the DOB BS TRUSS
can do for men, women, and children..
F. A. Vines, Truss Technician — Dobbs Truss Co.,
Birmingham, Ali., will be at the ,
PRINCETON HOTEL, PRINCETON, RT.,
Tuesday, May 13th
' HOURS: 8:30 A. M., to 3:00 P. M.
Ask at Hotel desk for room number
BIGGER AND BETTER ...IT'S OUR GOLDEN JU
BILEE YEAR!
SEErack upon rack of exci
new, just-arrived styles!
SEEdozens of wonderful, cool,
easy-to-care-for fabrics!
SEEscores of fashion colors,
patterns, details...in YOUR size!
SEE hundreds of tiny-priced
dresses you'll wear now through
Summer!
Beautiful 
PuckerNylon 
--- 8.90
Stone Cutter Cord5.90
Butcher 
WeaveSunbacks 
—12.75/aid 
CottonSheers 
-- 5.90These ore justthe 
many styi 
few 
ofes 
waitingfor
 you 
- 
- 
- 
come in ondsee ou:- 
completetoday!
Hormel Spam
LUNCHEON MEAT
12-oz4? can 45c
Red Cross Macaroni
or Spaghetti
REGULAR or ELBOW
Swifts Meats
For Babies
STRAINED
31/4 oz. can 21c
Woodburys
Facial Soap
Reg. Bar 8c
Bath Size Bar 12c
Chicken of the Sea
Tuna Fish
No. 1/2 can 39c
A&P HELPS YOU
-- 
STRETCH YOUR MEAT
- MONEY WITH A
GRAND BUY IN
HAMS ALP SUPER RIGHT, 
Cooked or
Smoked, Whole or Half
TURKEYS BROILS 1(b4 Avg.)
CON ANY SIZESLAB BA CUT 
CONCENTRATE
SWEET PICKLES, Dandy Mixed, 24-oz. jar
LUNCH MEAT, Agar, 12-oz. can 
OLEOMARGARINE, Sure Good, 1-lb. ctn. . 19c
DEXO SHORTENING, 3 lb can 
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE, 1-lb. bag 
3 lb. bag 
CHED-O-BIT, American Cheese Food
2 lb loaf 
SPECIALLY FOR MOM!
Two golden, feather-light layers,
filled end iced with vanilla
creme. Cocoanut covered and
topped with • rod, red row
Keykci Oleomargarine
FARM FRESH FLAVOR
1-LB. Ctn. 23c
Tide Detergent
Lg. Pkg. 29c
Giant Pkg. 79c
Duz Soap Powder
Lg. Pkg. 27c
Giant Pkg. 73c
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Sericea Returns
To West Kentucky
By Walter Guernsey
(Soil Conservation Service)
Sericea lespedeza is a profitable
crop for Western Kentucky farm-
ers. It 'was planted in mane sec-
tions of the Purchase about 20
years ago. Most of the plantings
were soon destroyed. We know
now that they were not given the
proper care and management. Al-
most everyone decided it was an
unsatisfactory crop.
Some of the first plantings are
still growing and doing well, Ser-
icea seed and hay are still being
produced from or.e of these
plantings on the farm of Carl
Hastings near 'Fulton, Kentucky.
The comeback of sericea started
on a small scale soon after the
first soil conservation districts
were organized. In 1943, in the
13 Western-most counties of Ken-
lucky, 5 acres were planted; in
1944, 17 acres were planted to
sericea. In the spring of 1962 pro-
posed plans call for over 800 acres
to be planted.
Farmers new using sericea are
enthusiastic about this 5-way
crop. It provides hay, pasture,
seed, improves soil fertility and
prevents soil erosion.
James W. Hayden, Mayfield,
Kentucky, a tenant on the C. A.
Byrn farm, harvested 594 bales of
first class hay from 4 acres. This
was ar.• average of 5 tons per acre.
He made two cuttings and pas-
tured the field for two months af-
ter the last cutting. Hayden won
the grand champion prize on his
sericea hay at the Jackson Pur-
chase Fair in August, 1951. His
cattle like the sericea hay. He
reported the cows doubled pro-
duction within 3 days after chang-
ing from korean and grass hay to
sericea hay.
The best quality sericea hay is
gotter...if mowed when, it is young
and tender. A height of 10 to 14
inches has proven very satisfac-
tory. It should be raked soon af-
ter cutting.
The Moon Springs Experiment
Station, Reibbs, Illinois, states
that the feedieg quality of seri-
cea hay seems to be very good.
The important thing, they state,
is to cut it•at the 12 to 14 inch
stage. They get one crop of hay
and ore crop of seed per year, or
two crops of hay per year.
J. Holbert Davis, Kevil, Ken-
tucky, and D. M. Garrett, Hard-
money, Kentucky, have bothfed
sericea 'hay and both report that
their stock like it fine. Garrett
stated that his cows left Korean
lespedeza and grass hay to get
at the sericea.
At the Soil Conservation Ser-
vice Nursery, Paducah, Kentucky,
a 5-acre held of sericea 5 years
old was plowed under and plant-
ed to Ky. 31 fescue during the
fall of 1947. With no fertilizer
this field produced 650 pour.ds
of fescue seed per acre the fol-
lowing spring. The good effects
of the sericea were still notice-
able on the fescue after 4 years.
A. B. Rey, of the West Viola
community of Graves county, in-
creased the corn yield from 12
to 80 bushels per acre by growing
sericea the 4 years previous. This
was on class IV land, generally
considered too steep for safe cul-
tivation. •
Luther Ray, supervisor of the
Graves County Soil Conservation
District, stated that his milk pro-
duction. doubled after he started
feeding sericea hay.
Stock graze sericea most readily
when it is young and succulent.
It should be mowed, if necessary,
to provide tender, new growth.
Sericea has not been used as
much here for pasture as in other
parts of Kentucky. However, this
use of sericea no doubt will
change in the future after its
use becomes more widespread. It
is proving a dependable pasture
Rive, especially during the long,
dry periods in the summer. Its
deep rooted characteristics help
it withstand drought.
Homer Levels, Marydell, Ous-
ley county, in Southeastern Ken-
tucky says: "During the month or
so of recent dry weather, my cats,
oad °P.
o eight G
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SCOOTER SCOOTS LAD TO HOSPITAL: Douglas Holer.•, 3,
was aboard his scooter in Minneapolis when he got a thumb
caught in a hole in the handle. His family couldn't release it. Nor
could a police squad. Officers did remove the handle from the
scooter, taking it—and Douglas—to General Hospital. There,
Dt. Kenneth Ahola (right) and the boy's father (center) stand
by while 'Douglas Djerf wields a hacksaw to free the thumb. Sole
casualty—the scooter har.dle. (AP Wirephoto)
Mrs. Kelly Miller, of Dawson
Springs, visited her mother, Mrs.
Ruth Dunning. Sunday.
William H. Young, C. P., son
of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young,
has completed boot training at
the Naval, base in.' aimbridge,
Md. He was sent frfm there to
Little Creek, Va., wiere he will
be stationed for a sh be-
fore getting sea duty. He enter-
ed the service in January, 1962.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Oliver,
of Decatur, Ill., are visiting his
sister, Mrs. C. T. Stone.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young are
tie would have suffered had it
not been for several -acres of
sericea pasture." This was in the
summer of 1951.
Sericea has a vigorous root sys-
tem that penetrates deep into the
soil. It also lays down a dense
leaf litter. Stems, roots and leaves
help hold the soil, especially or,
steep hills. Tests have shown that
as much as two tons of leaf resi-
due per acre may accumulate in
one year. For this reason it is a
very valuable plant as a soil
builder and for use in crop rota-
tions.
Harvesting sericea seed may
eventually develop into a cash
crop for farmers.
Leanaed Grief, Paducah, thinks
he would have made more money
by harvesting all his sericea seed
ar.'d letting his soybeans shatter
in the field. He harvested about
half the sericea seed on 16 acres.
Fred Travis, of Crittenden coun-
ty, harvested 664 pounds of clean
seed from one acre. He is plant-
ing more acres this year.
D. M. Garrett, Hardmoney,
Ky., harvested over 600 pounds
of seed per acre in 1950.
Sericea should be sown in April
at the rate of 30 pounds of seed
per acre. A well prepared,- firm
seedbed is essereial. Then 300 to
500 pounds of 0-20-20 or 0-14-14
fertilizer per acre should be
disced into the soil. The area
should be cultipacked on the con-
tour before sawing. The seed
should not be covered.
Sericea usually makes little top
growth the first year. Weed
growth should be clipped high so
as riot to injere the sericea plants.
It usually should not be grazed
or cut for hay the first year.
The Soil Conservation Service
Nursery, Paducah, has been grow-
ing serieea for seed since 1941.
No doubt the observaifons made
by farmers a n d agricultural
workers visitieg the nursery and
the information received there
has helped to encourage the use
of sericea.
Rich in titanium dioxide, the
whitest paint pigment yet
discovered . . . that's why
Du Pont "40" starts daz-
zling white . . . and stays
white for years!
* Covers e•Nitly—hld•• ash
* Pnweete *paws, met sled
tot
* Ale• hide-
resistant Mitts SAL
McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
W. Market Phone 2585
Saw tam e and you save alit
spending this week in Bradenton,
Fla., with his father, W. F. Your.g,
who will return home with them
to spend the summer at his home
here.
Wayne Lowry, of Evansville,
was a guest of his grandmother,
Mrs. Bell Lowry during the week-
end.
Mrs. Grace L o y d, who has
Spent the winter with her daugh
ter, Mrs. Harold Cadek, in Chat-
tanooga, Tenn., and her son, Sigs-
bee Loyd, and family in Eliza-
bethtown:, Ky., has returned home
for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwyn Lewis, of
Flint, Mich., and Mrs. Bernice
Capsfiaw, of Detroit, were the
guests of Mrs. W. B. Conway last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher and
son, Dennis, and Mrs. Jennie
Brasher were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Ktineecke
and sons in Paducah.
Mrs. W. B. Conway and Mrs.
Bernice Capshaw were Wednes-
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Grady
Sisco in Marion.,
Rev. and Mrs. W. M. Griffin
and son, Warren, were dinner
gueets of Mr. and Mrs. Allie Kirk
in Crayne Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford White,
of Gary, Ind., are visiting her
mother, Mrs. Mettle Rice, a n d
other relatives here.
I le and Mrs. Duke Beavers, of
Det-oit, Mrs. Alhe Bugg and Mr.
and Mrs.' Malcolm Blackburn and
daugi.ters, Marilyn and Janet,
were ,'inner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Rae Blackburn Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford White,
Mr. and Mrs. George Milroy and
Mrs. Mattie Rice were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Smith
and family in Salem Sunday.
Professor and Mrs. Guy Nich-
ols spent Sur.day as guests of
his sister. Mrs. W. L. Woodruff,
Covington, Ky. — John Brick,
38, has been able to move only
his arms and head for the past'
12 years. But his brain has been 1
working overtime. 
 I
and Mr. WdOdrull near Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Wood, of
Greenville, and. Sigsbee Loyd, of
Elizabethtown, visited friends and
relatives in town Saturday.
Mr.. and Mrs. Dewey ,Cart-
wright, of Evansville, spent the
weekend with her pareres; Mr.
and .Mr. S. G. Wigginton.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor,
Evansville, and Miss Lemma S.
Cruce, of Clarksville. Tenn.,
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Mr. a n d Mrs. Mutt Freeman
ar.d daughters. Judy and Nancy,
of Henderson, were the weekend
guests of his mother, Mrs. Docle
Freeman.
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Akridge v•s-
ited Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hurst and
other relatives near Marion Sat-
urday.
Mr. a nd Mrs. Willard Travis
and children, of Benton, were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Hen-
son Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Aubrey
Traylor, who have spent some
time in Utah, have returned and
are now at the home of his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Tray-
lor.
Mrs. Florence Parr and Miss
Dorothy Parr, of Marion, attend-
ed Sunday School and church
services here Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Eltoe Tosh and
children, Larry and Linda, of Ho-
bart, led., Mrs. Addie Tosh, of
Chicago, and Mrs. Minnie John-
son, of Princeton, were guests
during the weekend of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Hamill
._hr father, Willie Tram-
mel. ane Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Trammel, of the Lewistown
community, Sunday.
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Suits are always acceptable and
serviceable. We have them in
many colors, styles and materials.
Tailored by Style-Mart.
SPORT COATS. In regular and summer weight B
tiful colors and styles.
SLACKS that will give service and pleasure.
ENRO SHIRTS in dress and sport. Plain and folic
BEAUTIFUL TIES in all wanted colors
BELTS in leather and elastic.
CUFF LINKS and TIE CHAINS.
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the gardener should learn to rec-
ognize and spare. Among them
are the weird green praying man-
tis, the orange and black spotted
lady bug and the dragon fly.
Some of( them devour insect pests,
others dine on aphids.
BIRDS ARE NATURAL ALLY
The gardener's greatest natural
ally, however, is the bird family,
moat of whom consume marlY
times their weight in bugs in the
course of a short period. All of
which makes the hobby of attract-
ing birds good business as well
as a pleasure.
It would be impossible, in a
short article, to run the gamut of
protective weapons. New chemi-
cal controls are appearing regu-
larly, many of them highly lethal
to friend and enemy alike when
used unwisely. All of them, and
particularly those of the DDT
family, should be used wisely,
and the printed instructions fol-
lowed to the exact letter. .Ex-
travagant use of some has re-
sulted in death and Crippling of
birds and even family pets.
TWO TYPES OF INSECTS
For practical purposes, the in-
sect world may be divided into
two parts: the chewing insects
and the sucking insects. Chewing
insects may be kept under rein-
by the use of sprays and dusts of
poisons which kill by entering
their stomachs. Sucking insects,
which siphon off the vital plant
juices, are best handled by chem-
icals which paralyze and smoth-
er on contact.
Arsenate of lead is the best
known of the stomach poisons,
and containations of pyrethrum
and rotenone are effective on the
g types. DDT and other  f
Thursda , Ma 8, 1952
ad Up Your Arsenal
Fight Garden Pests
(ay Cynthia Lowry)
you're determined to have a
et you autontatically inherit
of thy ills and pests plants
eirs to.
tunately, nature and in a n
co-operated to provide the
ener with a pretty adequate
:al of effective weapons with
h to conduct warfare on these
enemies, although it's prac-
y an all-season job.
rays, dusts, poison baits and
eluctant hand of the garden-
,. not the only means of re-
g the insect, worm and eat-
lar population. There nie also
w predatory iranects which
sthop
ieurson
.ecorporated
women's
wear
"exclusively yours
Hopkinsville, Ky.
intended that for a bunt. but I saw the trainer hand him a
of Princeton Creamery's Homogenized Vitamin D Milk."
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CALUMET SCORES AGAIN: Cadumet's Hill Gail crosses fin'sli line at the Kentucky DerbY as Jockey Eddie Arcaro glances back at fast-closing Sub Fleet
the newly developed chemicals
knock off both kinds.
DORMANT SPRAY ESSENTIAL
' For any effective results in the
bug battle, the basic essentials
would consist hest of a dormant
spray—a miscible oil to be ap-
plied to . fruit trees, Wats and
other susceptible ornamental trees
and shrubs a couple of weeks be-
fore the buds begin to burst, This
is effective against any of the
scale diseases and catches pests
which winter over when they are
most vulnerable.
There also should be nicotine
sulfate, for aphis control, a ro-
t en on e pyrethrum preparation,
and 'Bordeaux mixture for fungus
11111111•1111•11111111.11111.111
Prescriptions A
Specialty
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Dial 3211
Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis -Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.
11116,11\11MICIIIILIKIICIIIIIk11161111116.111116111111101111111116
GRADUATION GIFTS
•
SAMSONITE LUGGAGE — STATIONERY
BIBLES — BOOKS — PHOTO ALBUMS
COSTUME JEWELRY — BILLFOLDS
CHINA — DRESSER SETS — CRYSTAL
•
CORNETTEN GIFTS •
HOPKINSVILLE KENTUCKY
NW
Fishing License Sales
Up 315,000 In 8 Years
A look et the increased sale of
Keetucky fishing licenses is sol-
id proof that the staee is fast be-
ing recognized as the land of op-
portunity for the fisherman, ac-
cording to an aneouncement from
Frankfort.
Figures .released by the Divis-
ion of Game and Fish show an
increase of mare than 315,000 in
the license sale in an eight year
period. The increase is consider-
ably above the national average
and an all-time high is expected
this year.
In 1944, 75,061 licenses were is
sued, and by last year the figure
has jumped to 390,59.
Other years in the period and
the number of licenses sold:
1945 — 105,939; 1948 — 197,419;
1947 — 227,907; .1948 — 295,489;
1949 — 324,606, and 1950 354,-
153.
growths. For those who grow
gladiolus, or anything else at-
tracting thrips, the bulbs may be
treated with DIYT before plant-.
mg. Red spider, which apparent-
ly thrives on DDT, are. best con-
trolled with nicotine, rotenone or
sulphur.
GARDENER'S WEAPONS
Most gardeners use both a spray
gun and a duster for applying the
chemicals. The dyst should be
applied when the plants are dewy
or wet so the powder will stick.
In any event, pay more attention
to getting the control materials
on the under side of the leas/es
than on the tops, for it is'under-
neath where Most of the enemies
hide out.
Slugs and snails respond best to
poison bait, but be sure to renew
it after a rain.
Japanese beetles are.discourag-
ed if,the geound is infiltrated with
a milky spore preparation — a
sort of special anti-beetle germ
warfare. The alternatives are
DDT and handpicking_ them horn
the best blooms every morning
when they are dull ard slip un-
protesting into a mason jar half-
filled with water and a couple of
teaspoonsful of kerosene or mo-
tortail.
The youngsters love to ride Trigger at
Cayce-Yost's Youth Department, while
Mother and Dad leisurely shop Cayce-
Yost's 6 big departments.
Pictured is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald B. Stevi
Art, Green Street, Princeton, Ky. Jerry. aged three
(almost), had a wonderful time riding Trigger, while
his mother shopped.
SPECIAL:
PEDAL WAGONS
Regular $16195 - - - now $10.951
Regular $17.95 -- now $11.95
C
For All Of The Things That You Want Most
To•ph••• sue
la HapkInsvin• IF.
Oyes Usti/ MO
Hardware - Seeds - Sporting Goods - Appliances - Furniture - Youth Dept.
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Mrs. Edna Cartwright and chil-
dren, Mrs. Wilford Winters and
Mrs. James George and children
took supper with Mr. and Mrs.
Owen Morris Thursday night.
Friends and relatives gathered
at the home of Mrs. Edna Cart-
wright for a farewell dinner for
James Cartwright, who is leaving
for California May 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester George
and iamily, of Evansville, spent
the weekend with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. George.
Mr. a nd Mrs. Hayden Board
Aforber'i Day si/i rare/
free ai h Martha Manning
Mother's Day Dress
wherever
she
goes . . .
now
into
summer
and family and Mr. and Mrs.
Johnson Tosh and family visited
Kentucky Lake Sunday, May 4.
Mrs. Roy Hogan and Mr. are!
Mrs. Dowell Oliver and family
visited Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Cartwright and family Sunday.
Mrs. Hen r y Fralicks and Mrs.
Minnie Cartwright also spent
a. The open flattery ofaehite,
scatter •printed in summer
colors, gently slender, ever so
' cool. Muhr•color prints on
white in sizes 144 W. 224.
b. Dark color, lighted with
white, chosen for its easy
lines, its look of serenity Black,
, ;navy, chart-mil gray or dark green
with White in sizes 14440 224
I. 'Summer's love, the coat
dress, shin because of its
".yertical lanes and agairi
beeause of its minute
print Black, navsi,. copen
or pink with white
in sizes lit's to 224..
d Coal to .summer's.
sun, the Siamese
print, aPpearing,
bOth tall and slim,
appearing at any
daytime occasion
Kelly of turquoise
with black, red with
navy in sizes 16'5 to 24'4.
armormasmamorea
Avoid Disease In
Setting Tobacco
Extreme cam to avoid black
shank infection in setting tobacco
is suggested by the University of
Kentucky. Its statement, in. part:
"Make every effort to see that
all tools in setting are as clean
as possible before commencing
work, particularly if they are
borrowed tools that have been
used on a black shank farm.
"Those doing the setting should
see that their shoes are free from
clods of dirt beLire entering the
field, and particularly it they are
hired labor from a farm where
black shank was present the year
before,
"Black shar:le can be introduced
in setting water if it is taken from
an infested creek or river. Pond
water, if the pond receives no
drainage from a black shank
field, cistern water, spring water
and water from town or city
water supplies should be safe to
A queen bee sometimes lays as
much as her own weight in eggs
during a single day.
More than 3,500,000 games have
been rolled in 48 American Bowl-
ing Congress Toucnaerients b u t
only 11 perfect games have been
recorded at these meetings.
Two full brother horses, Eaton-
town and Repeater, won races the
same day recently at Hialeah race
track. Their parents were Easton
and Come Again.
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Luth-
er Cartwright.
T h e Phebean Sunday School
Class met at the home of Bro.
and Mrs. Roy Francis, Jr., Tues-
day night for their regular
monthly meeting.
Mrs. John Cox and son spent
the day Tuesday with Miss Mil-
dred Keel.
ILLUSION HALE •SIZE DRESSES
Sheer elegance in washable Viiiing•Tip
rayon sheer with the look and feel
of silk, the look of height, of
slimness., each, of course, a gifted
choice for Mother's Day. •
Miss Mitchell Gives
Shower For Bride-Elect
Miss Sue Mitchell honored Miss
Norma. Sue Cartwright, bride-
elect of Charles "'Pool, with a
lingerie shower at the home of
Mrs. Glen Cartwright, Saturday
night.
Those present ircluded Mrs.
Robert Osborne,. Mrs. Billy Mitch-
ell, Mrs. Neil Dunbar, Mrs. Ger-
ald Winters, Mrs. Claude P'Pool,
Mrs. Gentry Mitchell, Mrs. San-
ford Price, Mrs. Oscar Cantrell,
Miss Nancy Farmer, Miss Mickey
Crat'ans, Miss Edwina Faultt, of
Oneida, Tenn., and Mrs. John
Street, of Cadiz.
Local Sorority Gives
Shower For Terry Scott
Members of the Beta Sigma
Phi sorority errtertained with a
shower for Terry Lee Scott, the
9-month old adopted son of Mr.
and Mrs. C. W. Scott, Green
street, at their regular meeting
' Tuesday night at the home of
Mrs. John Aikinsr Highland ave-
nue.
- Those present were Mrs. Glenn
Bright,. Mrs. Fred McConr.ell.
Mrs. Billy Robinson, Mrs. Roy
Rowland, Jr., Mrs. Jimmy Hodge,
Mts. Robert Gordon, Mrs. C. F.
. Engelhardt, Mrs. Herschel Whit-
sett, Mrs. Shelby Pool, Mrs.
James Guess, Mrs. Virgil Wood-
all, Mrs. Bill Lynn, Mrs. Bill
Presler, Mrs. Joe Barnes, Mrs.
Scott and Mrs. Aikins..
Mrs. Robert Williamson was
unable to be present but sent)a
gift.
MARK CUNNINGHAM
Complete Insurance Service
111 West Market St.
at Kentucky Utilities
Office .
Saturday, May 10
Sponsored by
Fellowship Class of
the Methodist Church
Mrs. Willard Mbore
Gives Birthday Party
Mrs. Willard Moore entertained
with a birthday party Saturday
at her home on West Market
street irr honor of the fifth birth-
day of her nephew, Jimmy Mc-
Kenzie, who is visiting his grand-
mother, Mrs. Cecil Moore.
Those present were Johnny
Jaggers, Stoney Glenn, Tom m y
Simmpns, Pete Moore and Jimmy.
Charles Watson Host
To Group On Hayride
Charles Watson entertained a
group of his friends velth a hays
ride Saturday right.
Guests were Nancy Taylor,
Peggy Barnes, Sara Walker,
Donna Flaool, Phyllis Stevens,
Jean Harper, Bobble Arm Cole-
man, Willa Ann Lacy, Norma Kay
George, Janet French, Patty
Barkley, of Greenville, Dickie
Whitsett, Jimmy Dorroh, David
Pedley, Mac Hall, Johnny Jake,
Billy Ferguson, Billy Scott, Johr.-
ny Glenn and the host, Charles
Watson.
Miss Virginia McCaslin 'chap-
eroned the group.
Mrs. Willaid Moore Is
Hostess To Bridge Club
Mn. Willard Moore was hostess
to her bridge club, Friday night,
at her h o me- on West Market
street.
Prizes were giver: to Mrs. W.
C. Haydon and Mrs. James W.
Walker.
Those present were Mrs. Jo-
seph Loftus, Mrs. Cooper Crider,
Mee, Bill Childress, Mrs. Jack
Criciet—Mrs. James W. Walker,
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, Mrs. Freddie
Stallins, M r s. Hewlett Morgan,
Mrs. Stanley Sharp, Mrs. Gordon
Lisanby, Mrs. W. C. Haydon and
Mrs. Hillery Barnett.
Dinner Group Meets
At The Country Club
A canasta-bridge supper club
was held Thursday. May 1, at
the Princeton Golf and Country
Club. -•
Prizes were awarded to Mrs.
Jobie Loftus. Freddie Stallins,
Lee Cardir. and Mrs. Curt Cole-
man.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Cardin, Mr.. and Mrs.
Hillery Barnett, Mr. and M.r s.
J oh n Hutcheson, Mr. and Mrs.
Freddie Stallins, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Lacey, Mr. and Mrs. curt
Colemar:, Mr. and Mrs. Hew
Morgan, MTS. Harry Joiner,
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Moore, M.
and Mrs. 'Jobie Loftus, Dr. • an
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon Lisanby and Mr. and
Mrs. T. J. Simmons.
Mrs. W. D. Haley, ,of Owens-
boro, spkoseveral days this week
with her sister, Mrs. Hyia Mo-
hon, and Mr. M.ohon, D aws on
road..
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENT
UCKY
Mrs. Dorothy Goodwin, of Ow-
ensbdro, annoUrrces the engage-
ment of her daughter; Miss Betty
Sue Goodwin, to Mr. Clifford T.
Jefferson, son of Mr. and Mrs
John P. Jefferson, ,of Cads.
Miss Goodwin is the grand-
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Patterson, of Princeton.
Mrs. Butler Hostess
To The West End Club
The West End Club held its
regular monthly meeting Thurs-
day, May 1, at the home of Mrs.
A. G.' Butler.
Those present were Mrs. Byron
Williams, Mrs. Charles Duke,
Mrs. Ethel Goodwin, Mrs. Glenn
Farmer, Mrs. Lowery Caldwell,
Mrs. Buddie Satterfield and Mrs.
Saul Pogrotsky.
Miss McLin Is Hostess
To Friday Bridge Club
Miss Mable McLin was hostess
to her bridge Club Friday night
at her•home on Franklin street.
Prizes were given to Mrs. Sam
Jones and Mrs. Randolph Hutch-
inson.
Members .present were Mrs.
Sam Jones, Mrs. George Stevens,
Mrs. W. E. Willis, Mrs. Randolph
Hutchinsorr, Mrs. Robert Morse,
Mrs. Frank Wilson, Mrs. Delmar
Shortt and Mrs. Bob ,parsley.
Mrs. Roy Withers, formerly, of
Princeton and now of Paducah,
spent Wednesday with Miss Mar-
jorie Amoss, Plum street. In the
afternoon they called on Mrs.
Withers' former neighbor; Mrs.
Sallie Harealson
The day is growing near when the class of 1952 will
don their caps and gowns and line up to receive their
diplomas. Have you decided what to give your
graduating friends and relatives? It's a problem to
select just the right thing . . . unless you've seen our
complete selection of gifts for the graduates.
PWidanald
Billy McElroy spent. Morday in
Madisonville on business.
Mrs. Bob Guess is ill at her
home on North Jefferson.
Mr. and Mrs. John Sims and
daughters, Joan and Jean, former
princetonians, flew front Atlanta,
Georgia, to the West Indies for
a week's stay. Mrs. Sims is the
former Sara Mohor:, daughter of
Mr.. and Mrs. H. Mohon, Dawson
road. and Mr. Sims is a former
-estech at Butler high.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Lester, Jr.,
and children, all of Troy, Ill.,
were weekend visitors of his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J: D. Lester,
Sr.
Tech. Sgt. Dickie O'Hara, of
Westover, Mass., arrived Wednes-
day for, a two weeks visit with
his parehts, Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
O'Hara. ,
Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Talmage
Oliver, 112 Baldwin, on the birth
of a son, David Allen Oliver,
May 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Leiper Leland
Lamb, Route 1, Kuttawa, on the
birth of a daughter, Sharon Faye
Lamb, April 21..
Mr. and Mrs. George William
Hunsaker, Route 3. D a ws or.
Springs, on the birth of a, datie:
ter, Deborah Marie Hunraker,
April 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bradford
Patterson, 400 Dollar street, on
the birth of a son, Philip Bruce
Patterson, April 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Thomas
Peek, Fredonia, on the birth of a
son,. John Earl Peek, May 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Thomas Var.'-
son. Route 4, Fredonia on the
birth of a daughter, Debris Goia
Vinson, May 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Edward'
Cunningham, 416 Hamby avenuew
on the birth of a daughter, Kathy
Diane CUnningham, May 3.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ortt, Prince-
ton, on the birth of a daughter,
Diana Lynn Ortt, May 2, at the
Caldwell County War Memorial
hospital.
Mr. an d Mrs. George Eldred
were guests of Mr. A. H. Chil-
dress, Louisville, for the Derby.
Mr.,. and Mrs. Howard McCon-
nell and daughter, Lenita Sue,
accompanied by Mrs. Delia Mc-
Connell, were dinner guests Sur:-
day of Mr. and Mrs. Hampton
Story and daughters, Faye and
Kay, of Murray. They also at-
tended morning services at Sink-
ing Fork Baptist church, of
which the Rev. Ralph "Dugan"
McConnell, brother Of Howard
McConrell, is pastor. '
Mrs. Thomas Brasher (the for-
mer Edna Barnes, of Princeton)
and children left the seventh of
April to be with her husband.
Sgt. Brasher who is stationed at
Magna, Englard. Sgt. Brasher is
on a two weeks' maneuver in At-
riea.,..but will return to England
where he is to be stationed three
years. He is the son of Mrs. Wil-
lis Brasher, Route 1, Princ eton. 4
Billy Glen Cartwright s ac-
cepted a position as 
purc; 
asing
agent of IKT at Metropolis, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rudd
spera the weekend at Wickliffe.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Lynn spent
the weekend at Paducah.
Miss Catherine Dade, of Hop-
kinsville, spent the weekend with
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Sevison, Eddyville road.
Mrs. Jack Holmes, of Tampa,
Florida, is visiting her mother,
Mrs. Lala Barnett and sister, Miss
-Vergie Barrett. •
Miss Patsy Barkley, of Green-
ville, Ky., spent the weekend
with Miss BolAie Coleman, W.
Main.
... Mrs. Florence Parr and Miss
Dorothy Parr, of Marion, were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Hunsaker and family, East
Market.
_., Mrs. Hugh Cherry, Sr., is visit-
ing her mother, Mrs. - Rebecca
Jewell, at Louisville.
Mrs. R. W.-- Weedman and
daughter, Roslyn, of Akron, Ohio,
are visitir.g Mr. and Mrs. Burhl
Hollowell - and Peggy, Madison-
ville street.
The Bible Class of the First
Baptist Church held its monthly
meeting at the home of Mrs.
Rube McKnight, Highland ave-
nue.
.\ Mrs. Harry Hutchinson and
children, of Greenville. Ky., are
visiting her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. R. D. Leech.
.', Miss Edwina Faultt, a student
at Western, spent the weekend
with Miss Norma Sue Cartwright,
W. Main.
James C. 0' Hare, of Buffalo,
N. Y., spent Thursday through
Saturday of last week with his
parent s. Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
O'Hara.
City School Faculty
Members Go On Picnic
Approximately 100 persons at-
tended the annual Princeton city
schools' faculty picnic Monday,
May 5, at Kuttawa Sprirgs, Mrs.
J. •D. Stephens, Butler secretary
to the superintendent, said.
Board members, teachers and
substitute teachers and their
families attended the picnic.
Mrs. M. H. Blythe, Hopklnsville
street, is visiting her daughter,
Mrs. L. E. Egbert and family,
Huntsville, Alabama.
Mrs. Catherine Roser, of Clin-
ton, spent the weekend with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Mas-
ters.
Mrs. George Davis, Franklin
street, had as her • dltmer guests,
Monday, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Boid, Mist' Sue Boyd, all of
Princeton; Milton Boyd, of Long
Island, N. Y., and Mrs. Raymond
:1;bt7e, of Paducah.
r. and Mrs. Thomas Nabb and
aughter. Peggy, all of Evansville,
,were visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Nabb and Mrs. Guy Nabb, Sr.,
over the weekend.
-s1 Lt. Fred McConnell, Mrs. Mc-
Cornell and son, Freddie, tram
Pensacola, Florida, are visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gor-
don Bright, Highland avenue, and
his mother, Mrs. Rene McConnell,
county. Mr. Rene McConnell is
a patient in a Nashville hospital.
Sunday best, everyday best-
these are the Proportioned 60
gauge, IS denier, nylons that
look sheerer, 'wear longer. Give
your Mother a, boxful of Ro•
mance colors: Stardust, Gately,
Apple Blossom, Rose Petal.
Honey Beige.
Want to "go-together" with
your beau-in shoe casuals, too?
Well - Boosteret to puts you
on the same handsome, casual
footing- m•tehed oe
harmonized to the color of the
Boosters HE wears. Like the
idea? Ws N.W. And, of course,
Boosterettee have that famous
sole so light it goats.
Butler Senior Class
Goes To Kentucky Lake
The Butler High School 
senior
class, with four faculty 
sponsors,
spent Fr id a y, May 2, at 
Ken-
tucky Lake for the annual 
Sen-
ior trip. C. A. Horn, Will
iam
Brown, MTS. Craig Roberts 
and
Mrs. J. L. Walker 
accompanied
the group.
ATTEND KENTUCKY DERBY
Among those from Princeton
who attended the Derby at Louis-
ville last weekend were George
Stevens, Bob Stevens, Roy Ste-
ems, Dr. and Mrs. B. K. Amos,
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Stevens, Miss
Mary Wilson Baker, Frank Wil-
son, Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Butter-
more, Bill Morgan, Jim Morgan,
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry, Sr.,
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Meadows, Guy
Blackburn, Wilma Blackburn. and
Jim Walker.
Mrs. Fred Wedemeyer, of Shef-
field, Ala., is visiting her moth-
er, ,Mrs. E. N. Crayne, of Shep-
ardson street.
A popular gift. Made of
long wearing' white sanfor--
ized cotton.
Made of tan tooled steer-
hide in choice of interesting
designs
"M o at likely to succeed!"
Pastel embos d cotton,
huge swishy skirt, Wry
sleeves, gleam belt! ,
Ideal graduation gift! Tap-
ered French heels. Three
flattering summer shades
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Crease-resistant rayon gat
ardine in Hollywo..ii
with pleated front. C-.
of colors.
Ruth Barry
Each with that -Gift Look!"
Snowy white 'plastic calf
grains so smart, so easy-ta•
clean!
Lace Trimmed Slips
$1.77
Lovely multi-fil,,nicnt sli
in 4 gore style . • la
with lace, perfect for gifts
32-40.
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ugusta Peters
it services for Mrs. Au-
nton Peters, 54, who died
y at the Caldwell County
morial Hospital Saturday
, May 3; were conducted
afternoon" May 4, at the
FunerarHo me by the
• Callender, pastor of the
Memorial Methodist
. 
Burial .was in Cedar Hill
re's a Lawn
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UN
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weeds. Even trims
low.cost power
r is fun for the whole
y—from ft to SO. Fluffy's
ling disk" with cutlery
blades puts a velvety fin-
well-kept lawns and
out the rough reses.
at the flip of a switch.
Is over the 4rass like
v carriage. Trims to IA
Of wall, fence or tree.
banks—up, down or
vs. Fs-en mows down
4 to 2 feet high. Coos-
guarded and approved
fe outsidi use by strict
risers Laboratories.
HUFFY
MOWER.
5 Full 16" cut
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cw,,,,p oath! no HI
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Carolyn Snow, of Caldwell coun-
ty, 
'Parents Told HowAmong the survivors are her
husbar.d, Luther Peters; one
daughter, Mrs. James Loftus, To Explain HumanPrinceton; one aen. Charles Cole-
Evansville; two sisters, Mrs. Body To ChildrenBarney Jones, of Priuceton, andMrs. Anna Harper, of Hopkins-
ville, and one brother, Leo Lin-
tot:, of Princeton. •
By Dr. W. L. Cash
(County Health Officer)
May 1 was Child Health Day.
Although there was no offi-
cial observance, Cathryn Handel-
man, M. D., director, maternal
and child health, Kentucky State
Department of Health, says that
the day points up some of the
accomplishments and shortcom-
ings of child health in Kentucky.
Recent gains for improved
health of Kentucky's younger
generation include:
I. More widespread use of im-
munizations in preventing disease.
2. 
-Improved knowledge by par-
ents of the importance of medical
supervision and good nutrition.
3. Ar: increase in the number of
pediatricians and obstetricians.
4. More general practitioners in
rural areas.
5. Better services for crippled
Children.
6. Increased hospital facilities
for children (Children's Hospital,
Louisville, was increased from
75 to 175 beds.).
On the negative side Dr. Han-
delman listed:
1. Still more physicians are
needed rural areas.
2. Too many children who are
crippled or who have epilepsy go
untreated and thus are unable to
lead near
-normal lives.
3. Many babies and child -en
are dying of pneumonia because
medical attention is not sought
until too late.
4. Too many children contract
tuberculosis because they are not
isolated from members of the
family Who have it.
5. There are still too many par-
ents who are neglectful about
having their children immunized.
6. Far too many children die
each year of accidents that could
have been prevented.
AITI4 Watch
parafrtigy !Ping,/
UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED
Long.lasting beauty and service . . . a
thrilling gift to receive! FAIT!! watches . . .
ssor 1% only popularly priced watches with
1•year unconditional guarantee (except
crystal). See them today! FAITII watches
priced as low as $23.56
GARNETT JEWELERS
Next Door TO Princem
Theatre. Hopkinsville, K.
A potted arrangement of her fav-
orite flowers or a potted plant
bouquet or corsage all tastefully
arranged and fresh from our own
greenhouse is truly the perfect
gift for mother on "HER" Day.
(By David Taylor Marke)
When junior asks you about
atomic warfare or relativity or
the universe you go right ahead
and try to explain them to him.
But when he asks you about sex,
you're stumped, flustered, and
wbrried about how to discuss it.
Yet, says Louise Bates Ames,
writing in the Journal of Social
Hygere, you needn't be. "Realize
that here i,s a field in which the
chances are that you know the
answer to any question your child
may ask. Which is probably not
true in the fields of relativity or
atomic warfare."
Feel, if you can, confident and
unembarrassed, she says. Believe
in yourself. Not what you say but
how you say it is what will really
influence your child.
A1:7o, let the child's own ques-
tioes be your guide as to what
you tell. If you give only what
information the child asks. for,
and for the most part give it only
when he asks, you will avoid the,
greatest error of all—telling too
much too soon.
Just to give you an idea of how
much or how little to tell your
child about sex, Miss Ames gives
this breakdown about the rate at
which children's understanding
develops.
At 3 years junior begins to
show ir,terest in babies. He wants
the family to have done.
At 4, he asks where babies
come from. He may believe moth-
er's answer that baby grows in-
side her, but may also cling to
notion that baby is purchased.
At 5, he is interested in babies
and having one of his own; may
act this out in play.
At 6, he is interested in the ori-
gin of babies, pregnar.cy ,and
birth. He begins to have a vague
idea that babies follow marriage.
He may also have some interest
in knowing how baby started and
will accept the explanation that
baby grows in mother's stomach
and started from a seed.
At 7, he will display an intense
longing for a new baby in the
family. By this time he knows
that having babies can be repeat-
ed and that older women do not
have them. He becomes interested
in mother's pregnancy and excit-
ed about baby's growth. He wants
to know how it is fed, how big it
is, how much it costs. He'll begin
to show some interest, too,
books about babies, such as "The
Story of a -Baby" by Marie Ets.
At 8 years of age, he comes to
understand the slow process of
growth within mother. He will
want more exact information as
to where baby is in mother's ab-
domen. Some girls may ask about
father's part in the process of re-
production.
Your child's ability to under-
stand about babies, says Miss
Ames, may be a little ahead or
behind this "schedule", but it wil
give you an idea about the rat
at •which his uneerstanding wil
develop. Information which ma
have gone over the head of th
4-year-old may make sense a
five. So just because you h a v
given a piece of information once
don't check it off your -list. 'Yo
may need to tell the same thin
half a dozen times. "
Mrs. Ethel Smiley spent 1 as
week with her daughter, Mrs. R
H. Upton, Jr., at Canton, Ky.
Private Carl Rogers, of Ft. Dix
on, Missouri, spent the weeken
with his wife and parents, Mr
ar.ti Mrs Lawrence Rogers.
• CORSAGES
• CUT FLOWERS
• ATTRACTIVE POTTED PLANTS
COVINGTON'S FLORIST
Cadiz Road
The Cadiz Road Homentakers
met April 25 at the home of Mrs.
Carl Morris, Hopkinsville road.
The major lesson was on frosen
foods.
The fourteen members present
were Mrs. Cecil Chandler, Mrs.
J. B. Pliant, Mrs. S. P. Davis,
Mrs. Charles Goodwin, Mrs. Lear:
Cummins, Mrs. Logan' Hyde, Mrs.
B. A. Williamson, Mr. Carl
Morris, Mrs. Lawrence Holmes,
Mrs. L. A. Northington, Mrs.
Frank Bridges, Mrs. William
Rodkers, Mrs. John Ferguson and
Mrs Robert Peters.
Children Mirror
Parents' Traits
(By David Taylor Marke)
Your child's personality will be
largely shaped by what you are,
a noted child behavior specialist
warns parents.
Accordir% to Dr. Gelolo Mc-
Hugh of Duke University, "your
child will learn his emotional
and social responses through
your everyday attitudes."
You caneot promote a child's
social growth without being con-
sistently on the side of what is
right and fair, he says. You must
respect junior's rights in the same
spirit that you want him to deal
with others. You will not teach
a child how to respect other peo-
ple's "turns to talk," for example,
unless you also 'respect his right
to be heard in his turn.
How much your child leans or.-
you for protection will depend on
the way you teach him about the
world he lives in,— Dr. McHugh
points out.
"Warn him of any approaching
new and sudden experience, and
tell him what it will be like if
you car.'. For instance, when you
and your small child are waiting
for a train, show him what to ex-
pect and that you are not afraid
by imitating noises the train will
make when it rushes by the sta-
tion platform."
Many adults have forgotten
much about their early childhood,
says Dr. McHugh. They dop't
realize that a child's lack of ex-
perience -places him in many
strange situations that frighten
him as much as strange adult
situations would frighten his pae-
ents. Your child may be afraid
the first time he hears an alarm
clock go off or sees prancing
horses, just as you may be afraid.
during your first airplane ride
or when you think a burglar is
prowling about your house.
"If you get a selfish enjoyment
from having your child complete-
ly dependent on you, he will na-
turally come to believe that the
world is not safe unless you are
near," he says. "It will be better
to offer him chances to learn a
reasonable degree of independ-
ence of you at an early age than
it will be to force independence
upor: him at a later time when he
will have the added problem of
unlearning the dependence you
have taught him."
Dr.. McHugh declares the "best
philosophy of child rearing is one
that keeps mothers 'and fathers
aware that 'life must be faced
sooner or later and makes them
alert for every chance to help a
child learn how to meet life as
it is while still under the guid-
ance of wise and understandir4
parents.
"The degree of wisdom and
understanding that parents them-
selves have will naturally deter-
mine how well they can pass on a
wisdom and understanding of the
world to their children'."
W P. Crawford, Route 3,
Princeton, entered the Baptist
hospital in Memphis last Monday,
April 28, and submitted to sur-
.gery Friday. His wife, Mrs. W. P.
Crawford, is with him. His. son,
W. K. Crawford, was with him
Thursday and Friday.
Outstanding features for
Modern Tractor speeds:
• Finger Tip Control to maw
and lower the Planter.
• 3-Point, One-Minute *At-
tachment to the Ferguson
Tractor.
• l'e-Diameter, Edge-Drop
Seed Plates.
• Easy Adjustment.
SIC 200-1111. CAPACITY
FERTILIZER ATTACHMENT
(By Alton L. Blakeslee).
New York — TomorroW's TV
stars in school rooms may be live
paramecia, germs, golcUish tails,
tiny bits of plants.
They've made a hit in TV
teaching experiments so far. The
TV camera eye looks into a
microscope, and throws magni-
fied pictures of what it sees onto
a 20•ir.ch TV screen.
Paramecia, the tiny slipper-
shaped animals, swim busily into
and out of vier'in their' World
of a drop of water. Under high
magnification, blood vessels in
a goldfish's tail look like river-
ways heavy with boat traffic.
The TV-microscope hookup has
been tried in a few high schools
and universities, as a new aid in
teaching biology and general
science.
DIFFERENTJIGNCIPLE
fl,CA Laboratories has supplied
the TV camera, the Vidicon or
small, compact industrial TV
camera. It works on a different
principle of creating images than
the image orthicon cameras used
in regular TV shows. The Vidicon
tube is only 6 to 7 inches long,
an inch in diameter. The whole.
camera is only about the size of
a home movie camera. ..The re-
ceiver has the tubes to drive the
camera. '
DeWitt Clinton High School in
New York was the first secondary
school to experiment with TV for
science courses, with equipment
loaned 'by RCA. 
,
than 1,500
boys saw the world of the micro-
scope transferred to the TV
screen.
TV HAS ADVANTAGES
The TV method has advantages
over other methods of projecting
big pictures of what the micro-
scope sees, says Dr. James Man-
del, chairman of the school's bio-
logy department.
Contrast can be varied better,
to accentuate certain details. All
students see the same thing at
the same t i m e. There's more
depth an,d detail in the pictures.
Living things can be studied
quite a long while, for the light
it cool, doesn't kill by heat. Ultra-
violet light can be used, to Show
more detail in stained portions
of a specimen,.
But at the moment, the TV
First District Legion
Auxiliary Conference
Is Held In Princeton \
Mrs. J. Harrold Brown, Smith.
land, was elected president of
the First District of the American
Legion Auxiliary tor_1952 at that
group's Spring cor.ference held
at the Princeton First Christian
Church April 24.
Mrs. Dorothy Pryor, president
of the local Auxiliary unit, arid
Fred Jake, First Distrid Com-
mander, presented welcome ad-
dresses for the Carlisle Orange
Unit 116, which served as host
to.the other 13 units of the Dis-
trict. Mrs. Frank Duperriou, Pa-
ducah, gave the responsive ad-
dress. '
Princeton talent was used for
the preserztation of special music
under the direction of Mrs. W.
Otho Towery. The guest of hon-
or was Mrs. G. C. Winn, Marion,
who gave the principal message
of the meeting. A lunrheon was
served by ladies of the First
Christian Church,
Th'r First District will hold its
next regularly scheduled meeting
in Ballard county this 911.
Fredonia Tops Graiid
Rivers 8 To 0 Sunday
e d Koenigsmark fashioned
himself a neat four-hit shutout at
Grand Rivers Sunday afternoon
while Fredonia mates were scor-
ing an 8-0 win over Grand Riv-
ers.
Koenigsmark limited the Grand
Rivers team to four hits.
Fredonia .. 101 010 104-8 12 0
Grand Rivers 000 000 000-0 4 7
Kpenigsmark and Fralix; Slane
and Cothran.
method is too expensive for most
schools, and the apparatus may
need servicing from time to time.
STUDENTS ENTHUSIASTIC
Students have been mostly en-
thusiastic. "One of the most in-
teresting and educational, things
ever developed," said Vincent
Haspir.a. "It enables many people
to get a larger clearer 'picture of
microscopic life," added Steve
Roth. Howard Schwartz said it
could stimulate students to learn
more. And Alan Carp said maybe
the method could be used on a
school ed.:cation network.
"Lookint; tll,ough a microscope
is very interesting,. said Joel
Forman. "But looking at a tele-
vision set and seeting microscopic
animals was really a thrill."
I Wish to Thank The 76 Persons Who Took Out
Life Insurance Policies To Help Me Lead Ken-
tucky And Southern Indiana.
Also Those Who Gave Me Their Good Will And
Support In Furnishing Prospects In This Cam-
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY
at 117 West Main Street, Princeton, Kentucky.
Phone 2441.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood,
of Linwood Farm, Mr and Mrs.
Carl Cunningham and Mr. and
Mrs. R. T. Humphries were
among those from here who at-
tended the funeral services for
W. C. Broadbent. sheriff of Trigg
cour.ty, last Tuesday afternoon.
Miss Louise Dockery 'will leave
Saturday to fly to Atlantic City
Where she will be a delegate to
the ACW of A convention held
there May 12-16,
Rev. 0. M. Shultz conducted
church services Sunday at t h e
First Baptist church at Marion.
I am now paying the follow-
ing prices for wool:
Clear Merchantable Wool — 50c
Light burry wool — — — — 40c
yard burry lambs and black 30c
Scraps, clean 20c
Tags 
 5c
— 40c
— 25c
Goat wool —
Burry wool —
Little shining rings accent slim strips of
leather across your vamp for t h e coolest
IitUe summer sandal yet. A strap twines
high about the ankle for added smartness.
Multi-tone leather. Only
$2.95
FINKEL'S FAIR STORE
Make Graduation a Day He'll
Remember for a Long, Long Time!
When you buy his gift from our store, you are assured he
will be proud of it . . . and it will bear the distinction and
quality preferred by him.
HELPFUL HINTS
• Arrow Sport and Dress Shirts
• Hickok Tie Pins and Cuff Links
• Weldon Pajamas, Short and Long Sleeves
• Hickok Belts and Suspenders
• Horn Luggage and Over Night Cases
• Prince Gardner and Hickok Billfolds
• Jarman Dress and Sport Shoes
• Jantzen Swim and 1-Shirts
• Arrow and Wembley Ties
• Arrow Handkerchiefs
• Inter-Woven Socks
 I • II II
Give him the completely new
Pleated 'Tie
$2.00
Shop our windows for many additional graduation gift suggestions
VAt The Churthei
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minter
bervice0
Church School at 9:45 a:M...
Worship Service at 11.:00 a. m.
• CYF meets at 6,00 p. in. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Choir Rithearsal each Wednes-
day at 1:00 p. m.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
SUNDAY
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:55 a. m., Morning Service
8:00 p. rh. Youth Meeting
700 p. in. Worship Service •
WEDNESDAY
7:00 pin. Mid-Week Service
OGDEN METRODI,ST
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Worship, 8:30 o'clock.
Church School, 9:54 o'clock.
Adorning Worship, 11:00 o'clock.
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
ci'ettick
Evening Worship, 7:00 o'clock.
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
. o'clock
MIST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
9:45 a. m. Sunday School
10:50 a. m. Morning Service —
6:15 p.m: Training Union
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
7:30 p.
ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
'PRINCETON
CHURCH Or THE IMMACU.
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL-
INGTON
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock. •••
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 10:00 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 7- o'clock.
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS-
PITAL CHAPEL
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Second and fourth Sundays,
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Rev. William Borntraeger is
pastor and the Rev. Richard
Z:lements is assistant -Pastor.
FAIRVIEW fsAPTIST
(Roy Francis, Jr., pastor)
Sunday School every Sunday
afternoon at 2:30.
Preaching every second and
fourth Sunday afternoons at
2:30.
Prayer meeting every Satur-
day at 7:30 P. in.
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Rev. Irvine L. Parrett, pastor
Radio Service. Sunday at 7:30
Sunday School-9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship 11 a. m.
Training Union-6 p. m.
Evening Worship-7 p.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
p. in.
PENTICOSTAL HOLINES-S
Rev. W. E. Cunningham, pastor
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's" .Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
Wednesday evening prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
BLUE SPRING BAPTIST
Rev. Wade Cunningham; Pastor
Services every Sunday, 11:00
a. m. and 7:00 p. in.
Sunday School every Sunday at
10:00 a. m.
Prayer service, Wednesday
7.00 p. in.
Services each Saturday before
second Sunday, 2:30 p. m.
..7.UMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
Rev. Earl Phelps, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45 a m.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
. Youth Fellowship,. 8 p. m.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. m.
Prayer meeting every Wednes-
day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
choir rehearsal.
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
!Rev. Travis Terrell, pastor)
Services every second Sahli day
night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
at 11 a. in.
Sunday School at 10 a.m, and
services on fourth Sunday at 11
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
DONALDSON BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Sunday School, 10 a.
Morning Worship, 11 a.
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. rrs
(Second-Fourth Sundays)
Prayer meeting, Wed., 7:45 p.m.
FREDONIA PENTECOSTAL
Rev. Opal Miller, 'Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
WHITE SULPHUR
Rev. Herbert N. Lewis, Minister
Sunday School-10:00 a. m.
Ed Young, Supt.
Morning Service-11:00 a. m.
Training Union-6:30 p. m.
Everett Hogan, Director
Evening Service-7:30 p. m. -
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday-
7:00 n m.
Attend the church where you
will receive a cordial welcome.
SECOND BAPTIST
Rev: H. D. Knight, pastir
Sunday School 9:45 a. in.
Morning worship 11 a. in.
Training Mien 6 p. in.
Evening Winship 7 p. m.
Wednellikg Service 7 la. m.
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News From The PastFali Flowering Bulbs
Noverniller 10, '7908. Irving
Wheatcroft, president of the Ken-
tucky ,Valley Railroad Company,
returned from British Columbia
e few days ago and while in this
city on Saturday, Oct. 31st, trans-
ferred the Kentucky Valley Rail-
road to the 'Mats Centred Rail-
road Company. '
• • • •
November .10, 1908. Sunday
morning `while returning f rom
Friendship, where he spent 'the
might.-with the family of G. W.
Teear, Esq. J. A. Jennings had a
right -exciting egperience. His
horse became frightened and ran
awaz with the buggy shafts.
• . • • •
November 10, '1908. On Satur-
day, Nov. '7, a family reunion was
held at the home of M. T. M.
Boaz, near Otter Pond, the occas-
ion being the sixty-eighth birth-
day of Mr. Boaz.
• • •
November 10,, 1908. J. E. Lacy
has moved to the City from the
Tradewater section of Caldwell,
and his :-.family is now occupying
the Garrett George place. .
• • •
November 13, 1908. On -Thurs-
day of last week the. people of
the Cedar Hill school district
voted on the graded school prop-
osition, and as a, result, that
splendid community will now
have a graded school alms with
Princeton and Fredonia.
•. • •
November 13, 1908. As a result
of an accident received yesterday
at the home of Mrs. Shell Smith,
old aunt Eliza Dunning, colored,
died very suddenly.
• • •
November 24, 1908. Mr. Wright
Erwin, formerly of this city, ,and
well known and fondly remem-
bered by a great mar.y of our
citizens was struck by a railway
engine in Evansville last Thurs-
day, resulting in his death two
hours after the fatal a`ccident.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Rev. John L. Washburn, Pastor
SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
• Morning Worship, 11:00 a. in.
Training Union, 6:00 p. m.
Evening Services, 7:00 p. m.
THURSDAY
Prayer Meeting each Thursday
night, 7:00 p. m.
MT. HEBRON BAPTIST
.Rev. Raymond Rich, pastor
Sunday School, 10:00 a. in.
Norman Lee 'Milton, Supt.
Services every second a n d
fourth Saturday at 7:30 p. m. and
every second and fourth Sunday
at 11:00 a. m.
Prayer service every Tuesday
at 7:00 p. m.
QUINN BAPTIST '
Rev. Harold Christian, Pastor
'Sunday Schoal every Sunday
at 10:30 a. M.
Preaching every first and third
Sunday at 11 a. or.
MIDWAY BAPTIST
Rev. J. R. Puckett, pastor
10 a. nt. Sunday School
11 a. m. Morning Worship
6 P. ro. Training Union
7 p. m. Evening Worship
Hour of. Prayer—Wednesday,
7
FREDONIA BAPTIST
Rev. W. B. Watts, Pastor
Services every Sunday. 11:00
Sunday School .9:45 a. m.
a. m. and 7:30 P. m.
Training -Union 6:30 p. m.
- Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. in.
FREDONI 9 CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
Rev, Ray Wigginton, Pastor
Sunday Schbol 9:45 a. in.
Youth Fellowship, 6:15 p. m.
Preaching each first and third
Sunday, 11:00 a. in.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p.
FREDONIA FIRST •
PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School 10:00 a. in.
Prayer service Wed. 7:00 p. m.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
202 West Locust Street
Lige Cook, Minister
Bible study Sunday, 10:00 a.m.
Preaching and communion each
Sunday, 11:00 a. in.
Evening service 7:00 p. m.
Bible study Wed. 7:00 p. m.
EDDY CREEK BAPTIST "
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Preaching each first and third
Sunday, 11:00 a m. and 7:15 p.m.
Sunday School every Sunday
10:00 a. in.
'Prayer meeting each Wednes-
day preceding first and third Sun-
CRESWELL BAPTIST
Rev. Herbert Lewis, Pastor
Sunday School 10:00 a. in.
Preaching every Sunday, 11:00
am.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:16
P. m.
GENERAL BAPTIST
Rev, Carroll Yarbrough, Peeler
Sunday School every Sunday,
9:45 a. in.
Worship Service every Sunday,
11:00 a. m. and 7: p. m.
Prayer service Wednesday, 7:30
P. in. 
MTOLIVET GENERAL
BAPTIST
Rev. C. A. Travis, Pastor
Regular services every- fottrth
Sunday School 10:00 a. M. ev-
ery Sunday.
January 9, 1912. Marc cold-
namer has accepted a•, position
with, a large clothing holm in
New York and will leave Prince-
ton sometime in February to be-
work.
• • •
January 16, 1912. A four-room
cottage on North Main gtreet,
owned by Hervey McChesney, of
Farmersville and occupied by
William Stephens and family,
was totally destrdapd -by fire be-
tween one and twoVelock Mon-
day morning.
• • •
January 30, 1912. F. K. Wylie
has sold a half interest in his
drug busisess io Arch Walker and
the two purchased yesterday the
E. M. Johnson stock of jewelry
and the fixtures,
• • •
January 30, 1912. Dr. J. G.
Wolfe, who went to Louisville
about six months ago, and later
to Chicago, where he took a post
graduate course in affections of
the eye, ear, nose and throat, has
returned to Princeton artd will
practice here.
Lewis Gray's Sons
Use KEA Vacation
To Clear Field
By Oliver C. Alleock
(Soil Conservation Service)
Lewis Gray and sons, J. E. and
Richard, o the Eddy Creek (' com-
munity, ave made good use of
K. E. A. eek by cleasing a field
of bushes so it could be developed
inter improved pasture.
"The field, which has been
covered with wild growth for sev-
eral years, will be put to produc-
tive use. It can be made to furnish
feed for our livestock", 'Mr. Gray
said.
-The boys are in school most of
the . time. But while school was
out because of the teachers meet-
ing in Louisville, they wanted to
help clean up th e field," Mr.
Gray continued.
"We want to keep the boys in
School. We realize the importance
of an education, as we did not
get to attend school as much as
we would like to have done," Mr.
and Mrs. Gray said.
J. E. and Richard have an ac-
tive interest in improved agri-
culture. They attend school at
Butler where they study vocation-
'al. agriculture. They also are
members of the Butler Chapter
of Future Farmers of America.
Doet it pay to farm on the con-
tour?
G. E. Hawkins and son, ROY-
Hawkins, of the Eddy Creek
community, planted their corn
-crop or.. the contour last year.
"I noticed that 'the corn mid-
dles where contouring was prac-
ticed, held moisture several
days longer than where the rows
went up and down the slope,"
Roy said.
"We eiepect to plant over 30
acres of corn on the contour this
Veal.," Roy stated.
Contouring increases the crop
yields by conservisg Moisture,
fertilizer and reducing soil eros-
ion. increases in corn yields be-
cause of contouring will ;usually
be from 5 to 8 bushels per acre.
Other crops give a similar in-
crease.' ,
New is the time to get ready
to plant the 1962 crop on the con-
tour. Stake out the contour guide
lines ahead of time.
Do you expect to receive assis-
tance payments from the Produc-
tiors and Marketiag Administra-
tion for the conservation work
you do this year?
To be eligible for assistance on
pernianent, type conservation
practices, the PMA requires that
the work must be approved be:
fore it is done and +tit itiseAne'
according to certain standards.
The Soil Conservation Service
has beer, given the responsibility
of helping the farmers lay out the
work and show What it will take
to meet these standards •
Landowners should let the soil
conservation technicians know
When they want to do the work.
Advanced notice would be help-
ful.
STOMACH
SUFFERERS
New, Amazing
Relief --
The Harvey Stomach Treat-
ment is a doctor's formula and,
is guaranteed to relieve ulcer
pains, gall bladder pains and
nervous colitis. (let rid of, that
acid, gassy, belchy and lack
of pep feeling.
There Is No Need To
Suffer!
-1T-ART THIS
TREATMENT
TODAY
Sold Only At
WOOD DRUG
STORE
Princeton, Ky.
And Vines Offer Bonus
(By Cynthia Lowry) .
There icarcely lives a gardener
who is unaware of the beauty and
ease of growing the brilliant
sprir.g-flowering bulbs — daffo-
dils, hyacinths, and tulips, which
follow the crocuses and snowdrops
in the garden.
These, of course, are planted in
the fall.
But there are other bulbs which
flower in the summer and early
fall, 'which must be spring-plant-
ed, and which don't get as much
attentior.. as they deserve — prob-
ably because gardeners are so
preoccupied with getting seeds
sown for other flowers.
After the tulip and narcissus
have finished, the gardener may
rely on the amaryllis, sternbergia,
autumn crocus—and, Of Course,
the big lily family:
The bulb family can be enlarg-
ed by Including a number of pop-
ular plasts like iris, gladiolus,
dahlia and canna—some of them
hardy enough to be planted per-
manently and disturbed only
when necessary to divide, and
others which must be dug and
stored carefullY, through the win-
ter months.
HOW TO PLANT BULBS
Regardless of their habit of
growth and of their hardiness,
bulbs flourish ir: deep,-fertile and
well drained soil. Because some
of the bulbs, like dahlias, daffo-
dils and hyacinth should be plant-
ed as deep as six or eight inches,
the flower bed should be care-
fully prepared down a foot or
More so that the deep-roots have
proper food. The general plant-
ing rule is to plant the bulb two
and one-half times its depth—but
there are exceptions (like the
iris) so the gardener is well ad-
vised to study the requirements
for each species if he would avoid
disaster.
Moles, for instance, have a lik-
ing for bulbs is a food staple, and
'where there is a mole-infested
garden, bulbs may be planted in
wire "baskets" for protection.
Vines — annual and perennial
—are other too-frequently neg-
lected ,members of the garden
clay,-. There's been so much em-
phasis on roses in recent years
that the f i rst thought of the
average gardener, desiring to
soften a hard line or lift some
color up into the air, is of the
climber rose. Actually, there are
vines for almost every purpose,
from providing an area of per-
fumed air to screening something
like a compost pile. Like other
plants, they like' ood soil, good
drainage. In add tor: most re-
quire =upparts of some kind.
SOME VINES A ILABLE
Some ivies cling to brick walls.
Honeysuckle and akebia provide
The' local technicians are Oli-
ver C. Allcock for the Caldwell
County Soil Corsservation Dis-
trict 'and M. A. Barnes for the
Tradewater District.
Permanent type conservation
practicts in clu de contouring,
pond construct,. open ditch
drainage, tile drainage, sod wat-
erways, terraces and diversions.
Your soil conservation district
supervisors are interested in your
.conservation problems.
The- Cdldwell County Soil Con-
servation Dist r ic t Supervisors
are: W. P. Oldham, M. P. Brown,
Jr, Edwin Lamb, Vernon Burch-
ett and Donald Roberts.
Your-district makes it possible
for you to have the best techni-
cal assistar.ee from the Soil Con-
servation Service, U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture.
Your soil conservation techni-
cian can help you study the con-
servation problems on your firni
and help work out a solution . to
these problems. The recommen-
dations will be based on the suc-
cessful experiences of farmers
and soil and water research tech-
nicians.
This service is available .with'
out to landowners.
RUPTURE
Expert ('oming
Here Again
GEO. L. HOWE
Well-known expert, of Indianapo-
lis will persosally demonstrate
his method without charge at the
Princeton Hotel, Princeton, Wed-
nesday, May 14th from 2 P. M. to
6 P. M. Evenings by appointthent.
Ask for Mr. Howe 'at desk-
Mr. Howe says the Howe meth-
od contracts' tire openings in re-
markably short time on the aver-
age case, regardless of the size
or location of the rupture and no
matter how much you lift or strait.
and puts you hack to work the
Same day as efficient as before.
you were ruptured. . -
The Howe Rupture -Shield has
no leg strap; waterproof, sani-
tary, practically indestructible
and can be worn while 'bathing.
Each shield is skillfully molded
and fitted to the parts under beat
which gives a perfeet fit and sat-
isfaction.
Large end difficult ruptures fol-
lowing operations especially s.;-
licited.
Do not overlook this ola$O-itu71,-
i ty if you 'want gratifying results.
Mailing address P. 0. Box 5233 E.
Michigan St. Station, _Indianapolis
1, Ind.'
a pleasant scent; bittersweet, and
gourds give interesting and col-
orful fruit; some varieties of
clematis, wisteria and silverlace
vine provide big splashy
blooms. -For heavy screenir.g
there's Dutchman's pipe, the
castor vine and moonflower. And,
in case YOu wish to eat from your
vine, there are cucumber, grapes
and pole beans — with Scarlet
Runner giving a pretty bloom for
good measure.
Perennial vines, like other
year-to-year plants, require some
prur.ing and feeding attention.
Mos; require assistance and eon-
trolfif they are to grow satisfac-
torily'and in the desired shape.
Permitted to grow uncontrolled,
sturdy vines like wisteria, grapes
and honeysuckle can strangle
limbs about which they- grow
(wisteria) has been known to
strangle itself and plants -like bit-
tersweet, unless watched, can rip
shingles off a roof and otherwise
raise havoc. Geneaally sPeaking,
it is better to provide them with
support of their own than to al-
low them to shoot up a down-
spout or ramble at will on a roof.
GRAPES DRAW BIRDS
Grapes, over an arbor, provide
shade, provide fruit and attract
birds. They require careful prun-
ing, however, and thei ,also at-
tract Japanese beetles. In addi•
tion, they are apt to be a little
messy..
Some perennial VitAti—notably
wisteria-4.re slow growing. If a
quick-growing effect is desired, is
good idea is to plant the peren-
nial, and let ..it mature while a
fast-growing annual vine like
Scarlet Runner bean takes care
of the emergency need.
Top-Dressing Increases -
Yield Of Strawberries
A study of the results of four
years of top-dressing strawberries
with fertilizer can leave little
doubt as to the value of the psac-
lice, says H. C. Brown, University
of Kettucky associate county
agent in Jefferson county.
An increase of 106.5 crates of
berries per-acre resulted when 26
per cent superphosphate was
used at the rate of 1,000 pounds
to the acre, or 10 pounds per 109
teal_ of row. Half as much ferti-
hie' an acre resulted in an in-
crease of 49.5 crates.
Reaults were equally good
when 0-20-20, 0-14-14 or 0-12-12
fertilizer was used at rates to
give the same amount of phos-
phorus as was obtained from 20
per cost phosphate. HOwever,
when 4-8-12, 6-8-6 or other nitro-
gen-bearing fertilizer was used
on fruiting patches, production
was lower than where no fertili-
zer had been applied.
The Jumbo Homemakers of
Lincoln county refinished 100
chairs for the local church, then
retested them with plastic seats.
WALKER HAS\ IT
FOR MOTHER'S DAY
ELMER'S and mks. STEVEN'S
CANDY
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
Phone 3211
Drapery Shop
54th Anniversary Sale
May 5th Through May 17th
Twelve Full Days of Marvelous Bargains
Throughout Keach's Entire Drapery Shop.
SALE SPECIAL!!
Slip Covers Custom Made for Sofa and
Chair Complete for Only $41.54.
Custom Made Draperies To Fit Your Win-
dow. Special For This Week and Next.
Only $11.54 pet pr. finished complete.
A large group of good slip cover and
drapery materials of the latest colors and
designs from which to choose.
Be sure to see Keach's Baby Shop for An-
niversary Sale Bargains.
KE A CH'S In Hopkinsville
0
In three months, 641
pies were tested from
in Fleming county.
soil sun- 
TTuhehurnsda ,itedstam,..u 8,
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CAMPING OW KENTUCKY LA
Fishing, Camping, Boating, Swimming
Enjoy yourself on Beautiful KerAutIty Lake. The
Hunting and Fishing Club, a non-profit, mutually o
maintains is camp Kentucky Lake for the pleasure Of
bens, their families, arid their guests. A limited number
berships are now available to applicants who qualify..
berShip limited and references are 'required. This is an
-method of having a cabin available .on Kentucky Lai,
the expense involved in building or buying and insintalfasi
own.
For information contact: FEE!) W. NEUMAN, Hecuba,
1114 N. 26th St. Paducah, Kentucky
Fire! Fire! Fir
0
;
Every 38 SECONDS a fire brea
out in the U. S. A.
Every 90 SECONDS an Ameni
dwelling catches fire.
-Every 50 MINUTES a person di
from a fire or burns.
FIRE is the leading cause of
disasters and catastrophes in
United States.
I Observe safety rules with matt
/
1 and 
cigarettes.
Make a check regularly to eli1 mate danger spots from y
home, office, barns, garages, et
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'RUBY LU M B E \C
MADISONVILLE, KY.
OONORETE MASONRY
RUBY LUMBER CO.
Madisonville -- Provide-,
• II, mom Nolik Mow mot. 'wow. Nom vs.
•
Beautiful Tru-Grain Blonde Group With Waterfall Fronts
Large deep, easy sliding Oriwers, dovetail
constructed. Drop cY vanity with extra
Throe Pio'ces $149.50
large landscape mirror on both vanity
dresser. See it today in our window
Matching Vanity Ben
MORGAN'S
FURNITURE DEALERS FUNERAL DIRECTORS
"44 YEARS OF DEPENDABLE SERVICE"
PHONE 2035 NIGHT 3495
and
$10
WALK
Ladies'
Wris
Elgin
eulova
Seth Tho.
Walker's
111011‘ 
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Yours from
:Pretty Spring c
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DICK OBERLI
NEWS DIREC
liii 
There ate diways- Immediate
Ili effects of any walk
-out in the
gantiv has le industries of ou.•
country. If coal millers quit, as
ni do 'periodicallY, it shuts.Ii'.
ht. ..-cd the ,:tcel ,iots 0 steel mills, automobile lac-
h to ioi les and so forth.l,ry was
When the steel workers walk-
,•,1 off the job a bunch of coal
ncrs in one steel company
!!•.!!!! wt re inimediately laid off,
.1 .some automobile workers
:lad been on ''furlough" anct
,
.oil to Is, tolled back to work
t!hit recall cancelled.
Eve: y day there,. are, increa
!, ct results. And as the
n ro Ai Its grow, greater, Side •reSults
ii - , olso Merease. There •is a slacking
I' it colt of retail trade, more people
to ir w•hat might be called -side in-
etustry" sufferlack of work. The
i.,!1 v% hole thing k hick- the, chain re:
• hon of an atomic bomb. Only
• quite so rapid.
But. tliough N've have felt these
oociliate elfect,, the really sig-
'tmit, long-range effects won't
!,.!i for- a long time. Not until
labOi and busi-
', iMers, chiefs of grovern-
, flif hiftorians 'can assay the
, cunt: y for a long, long tune
guson Tractors
, The Pittsburgh Pirates have a
lir Rd Phone 311W goo,i yetcr,,n catching staff—Joe
Princeton. Ky. yi;..i:agiula, Ed 'FitzGerald and
Clycie McCullough..  
WALKER' HAS IT .
Ladies' and ,Gents',
Wrist! Watches
Working hand-in-hand- to advance Kentucky's mental health
prograiu are Governor Lawrence W. Wetherby, right, and
Dr. Vrank M. Gaines who will become director of the newly
created Department of Mental Health July 1. Both men
will speak at the annual meeting of the Kentucky Society
for Mental Health, May 27, In Louisville.
— 
_
(By David Taylor Markel much responsibility for the be-
Parents and teachers concerned havior of children, says Dr. Hart-
with delinquency. might do well steii., educators ought., to focus
to develop the moral. and spiritual their attention on the home. "If
we do that we will recognize im-
mediately that our function must
lw a, dual one We must ticate
not only the children but 4lso 'the
parents and the childrenrela-
tivei and work closely with the
other agenCies in the child's anyl
the parer:ts' environment."
13arrnonfous relations with par-
ents mUst be established, he says.
And, if the "mountain will not,
come to Mohammed, Mohammed
must- go to the 'mountain. Like
the prophets of old, if necessary,
we should go and teach in the
market' place, where, when, and
how we can reach those parents.
The newspapers, the magazines,
the radio and television should
all be harnessed in the interests
of this all-important goal. A
healthy home, mentally and emo-
tionalrY, not only means healthy
children but also healthy adults,
just as the reverse is true." •
Obviously, concludes 161r. Hart-
stein, much emphasis should be
given education.. for family life
and preparation for parenthood,
&tit until the preventive job can
be done effectively, we should
work hard at the education of
those not so equipped. Says he:
"Much has been .said in reCent
years and a lot has been crone in
bringing school and community,
and parents and teachers closer
together. The beginning has been
made. Much work still remains to
be done."
•
cducation and life of their .chil-
dren,
Its cOtirt,:` vitt- Dr. Jacob I. Hartstein, Direr-
., ning point in 
t Gr,q1uate School, prOfessor
.piPsal Tractor can hii,tory, when a.domes- :and head of the Departments- ofEducation and Psychology at Long
1'•- • "1 v't <1'" de- Island University, believes "that
ard•. !ion of the Executive. in seeking to realize' this all. mm-
Implement Co.; Judie..., and Legklative bianches poOant goal of a moral and ethical
if governimmt.
\Vhat these three ultimately de- 
it is most important that .a
• otter legal and verbal battle 
proper balance be established be-
tween the home and the school. In
•tb !-..eht and ti roper Constitu. Our enthusiasm to accomplish the
• course will at feet our proper education. of the., children
entrusted to care we ,educae
tors have too often taken on too
much. We h a v-s. Overlooked at
times that the single most import-
ant educational agency is still the
home."
_At times, he says, it appears as
if we have forgotten that the
school Was created to perform
certain specialized functions as
the home found itself lacking in
those respects. •"However, the
home continues as the cradle of
man and his most important shel-
ter through life, and as the basic
institution of society. It is the
home that lays the foundation for
moral and ethical values and
which should serve as the -labora-
tory for the further practice of
what .the child is • • taught in
school. Attitudes, appreciations
and values are deyeloped gradu-
ally arid very frequently subtly
and even unconsciously, by ex-
ample, by experience, • and by
practice."
Instead of readily assuming so
Hericiuu.irters
For
_
Seth Thomas
Hamilton
•Calvert
Waltham
Your mother loves flowers—cind.
most of all she loves being re-
membered by you.
if you con come by and select something pretty for her -- or phone
2556 
-- if she is far away, 'Flowers by Wire', is the answer. '
BLOOMING PLANTS - CUT FLOWERS - CORSAGES
One Block North of Butler High School
Dear You:
Remember last winter when you
were looking at the Seed Cato-
logues? Remember those beauti-
ful varieties? We were dirt garden-
ing then - - - the plants are ready
now..
Mr. ,ljetlit has shaped over 600 'e'en,*
feet of waterways this . week, in W ashin„gton
preparetion tor seeding them to
permanent greet. They are to be j
ettergiven a tenipoi-ary seedgeg bate,. e
corn, sorghum or sudan ItiVre to
protect them -this summer. The
permanent seeding of grasses Is
to be made in August or. early
September.
CONTOUR FARMING
G. E. Hawkins and I staked out
erg:tour guide lines- for 32 acres
of eorn to be planted on thl! level
this spring. His farm is located
in the Eddy Creek community.
Contour farming saves the soil
and increases the yields. -
The 1952 Agricultural Conser-
vation program offers a credit
rate of $2.00 per acre foi row
crops planted on the contour o
land with 2 to 15 per cent slop
;It must be followed by a winte
dive+. crop ,seeded on the cueitour.
WET AREA DRAINED
S. E.' Merrick, Hopson com-
munity; showed me the area
which he ahd five neighbors co-
operatively drained, f our years
ago.
"The 3000 foot ditch has paid for
the cost of its consthiction .sev-
era! _times", Mr.. Merrick said, as
he told rile of the good yields
Cadiz Road Farmer
Turns Field Into
Green Pasture
By Oliver C. Allcoek
(Soil Conservation Service)
Gayle Pettit whose farm is on
the Princeton-Cadiz road, con-
structed a 250 foot open ditch this
week, to drain a wet area in one
of his front pasture fields.
'This and the other field next to
the Cadiz road have a good green
growth et improved pasture
plants. On them, contented cattle
graze. In connection with Mr.
Pettit's • pasture and cattle pro-
gram, he 'showed me a safe live-
stock loading chute which he has
recently constrocted.
Graduate NOW to the
WORLD'S FASTEST
PORTABLE!
Show this advertisement to Mom
and Dad. Tell them the All-New
SMITH-CORONA is one of the
Emelt presents a graduate can
receive. Then come in for an
exciting demonstration"
The all-new
Smith-Corona
Now on solo at
CORNETTE'S
We repair all makes of
OMCE MACHINES
IllorkhrrillIk 11y. ,
(By Jane Eads)
Washington, —Hotse wive s,
chanting t h e sprig cleaning
blues, eould lighten lt. • ha c It-
hi-caking bugaboo hy ta some
tips from industry and large in-
stitutions.
"By watching the way the
cle-aning is done in hotel s, of-
fice tiuildings, and hospitals,
housewives car; learn to make
their own tasks easier," is home
management specialist, U. S. De-
partment of Agrit'ulture, explains.
"The char women assemble all
their cleaning Utensils and suP-
plies and carry them rwith them
from spot to spot. This saves
running back to the storage clos-
et for individual items. Further-
rtiore,..they try to put them all in
something easy to carry or some-
thing to pull along on wheels. "
'It i; easier to reach upper walls
and ceiling, or the Min., by hav-
ing . long handles , on brushes,
mops, vacuum cleaners, dust pans
and othcr gadgets. Experts at the
department suggest th at house-
received since the work was done. 
wives can rig up a small board
"Some of tl-tie: land which had no platform on casterc with a handlevelue 
he 
years ago because It
or strong rope so that heavy
was 'A'et, is riinv worth $300 an things can be pulled-around fromacre,'! continued,
Cooperating -with Mr. Merrick Dallas Mitchell,
on the drainage project were D. Mr, Merrick Said they wanted
W. Butler, Edward Merrick, W. to do some maintenance work on
A. 'Mitchell, A. H. Childress' anti the ditch this spring..
•
EVERY
A
LADY...
till you
look at
the record!
Joan Dennis David
GRAY/FORD • MORGAN • BRIAN
Added Treats!
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS — "THE HOLLYWOOD AWARDS"
CARTOON COMEDY MOVIETONE NEWS
HEAR GENE sing
"PETER COTTONTAIL" and "UTAH"
PLUS! 2nd BIG HIT!
Latino From
Manhattan and
Swinging Sonoritas!
RITZ
BROTHERS
and Ow
ANDREWS
SISTERS
in
"1' CONSTANCE MOORE • GEORGE REEVES
ALSO! CARTOON COMEDY in COLORNO. 10 "MYSTERIOUS ISLAND"
room to room. Sonic. women: use fling the machine only few mie-
tea-carts or Junior's wagon, j uteri.
When AveashIng , woodwork or , "The old household theory that
other surfaces use both hands, the haadray is the good way is
putting dung mitts on eich. Gut:, e home !maeesernee4
Use one hand to put the cleaning!
soecialist concluded
solution on the surface and the • 
other to rinse it 'off or dry it.
"Twp-handed team work makes
things go faster," °Le houseclean-
nig 'expect paid.
Here's.. a tip about . curtain-
washing: 'Don't over-stretch When
drying. Cotton, rayon or 'other,.
marquisette.-ty-pe eurtains,ein •be I
dried on fm ame s, -but you
shouldn't try to get them back to
their original size. Experts 'sue-
gust that when you buy curtaimi.
of these fabrics you allow NI
corsiderable. shrinkage. Nylon
orlon arid spun glass curtains
need not be put on frames. They '
do not shrink. •
When washing very sheer type
curtains, put them in mesh bags
if you're using a "-washing ma-
chine and .use plenty of hikewarin
water and a good detergent, run-
-
BUYS .
SELLS ..;
RENTS .
REPAIRS IT •
Where ate They
Located?
SEE THE
*ettocti P49e42
Of YOUR
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
(\--"IW ;0U". . ,The Words a GirliL,o:tH. .A.
Again!
'I Want
IPYou:
slarrong
Dana ANDREWS • Dorothy McGUIRE
Farley GRANGER • Peggy DOW
A MOVIE ALL PARENTS SHOULD SEE! 1
The frank-as-life story
of a teen-age" . .
learning a lot of
things you never find
in school books!
Plus These Short Units!
HUGH HERBERT COMEDY — SCREEN LINER
A BLOODTHIRSTY CREW.,,
RULED BY A REMISS,
RUTHLESS WOAUNI
len LOWS Debra
PETERS • JOURDAN • PAGET
H MARSHALL
tRETTE and NEWSREEL
DAN DAILY as the Great Diz JOANNE DRU the gal who caught his Sunday pitch
•a a
is-
estda
PIANOS: New and used, on-
tiquee Used furnituru. STIN-
SON PIANO CO., 113 W. 7th &
210 W. 7th' Street, Hoptinsville.
MARVIN STINSON, OWNER.
. 23-tfc
OWN A N Et OPERATE YOU
R:
Business: Install Taylor's new
automatic continuous deferrer,
makes malts, frozen custard,
'soft ice -cream. If you are now
selling ice cream make your
own with a TAYLOR freezer
for less than half the price of
wholesale, seven sizes and sev-
en price to choose from, riO
royalty to pay. Littrell's Refrig-
se-ration and Equipment Com-
pany, Distributors, 104 Orchard
street, Sullivan, MisaouriaPhone
78- W 43-3tp
WE WILL PA y ai!OU: "Cash-for
mpty "soft drink
at the Ideal Food Market
45-41,
FOR RENT
Vi op ':.11CI BlackSinah .Sue
• ii c-cation for retail busiu,
SAM BUCHANAN
FOR SALE: And immediate pos-
,-issioni I--shaded 'lawn, 6-
Ii, in .cieuntry home. - Location
- IDEAL. 1- room "up-town-
ilome -- best buy 'in
P•r:nceton. Call 3555: K. R.
CullthIns Insurance & Rei Es-
tate. 44-1tc
WORK WANTED: I will do ybur•
laundry work it my home.
Pick-up and delvier within city
limits. See Mrs. +alliottaaNess
bast, Kos,' Street., PriOeton.
45-Hp
FOR SALE: Field grown cabbage,
tomato, sweet potato and Pep-
per plants on Martin show lot,
rear Princeton Mills. Cecil
Oliver. -45-2tp
RL.TNIMAdE SALE: Friday and
Sa-tukality, May 9, 10. All profits
will go to American Cancer So-
stety's crusade fund. Will be
in Lisanby building. Children's
fa.si men's clothing specials
will be offered. 45-1tc
-WATCH-KEEP your eyes open
for Poppy Day. To be held in
the near 'future. The American-
' 1,4 ion_. Auxiliary. 
• • 
45-2tc
. 
IT IS SELF SERVICE: And Free
Parking at The Ideal Food
0 WH
Market. 45-tfe
1 Grass Cutting Time Is Here Now - - Y NOT KEEP COOL: GetYOU!! electric fan at Riley's BO-
P. 
ler Market. Also old Hickory
(a.as,s Casting Rods and Linea,
We have POWER MOWERS
• . FAKE SALE: Saturday, May 10,
•
• Reel Type af Kentucky Utilitias office.
Sponsored by the Fellowship
• Rotary Mowers th
•' Electric Mowers
e Methodist Churco.
43- 1 te
Pi
Fall City minnow buckets fece
sJile Phone 2653 45-2tc
Gie SALE: 68-acre farm. fourIl
We have the kind to suit your needs -- priced to 
room house. stock ha -n, tractor
1 .-nd coltiVators, 4 milch cows, 3
,ar-, 1 truck. Lewistown sec-
- 
7" Alonzo Davis. phone 3094.
45.1th
Superintendent Of
(Continued from Page 1)
so a compromise was effected.
The city will pay $12.50 towasal
each policeman's summer uni-
form, and the law officer must
pay the rest himself. It Was es-
timated by Police Chief John
Yandell that two uniforms would
cost approximately $25.
Also concerning police uni-
forms, the council voted to re-
quite_ a policeman tpay for his
own uniform if he .resigns his
post within six nuniths after em-
ploynierst. In that event, the uni-
form would belong to the resign-
ing officer.
The . proposed cleaning and
painting of the city water tank
will be . postponed temporarily
while the city awaits replies from
. the Water Works Association. The
city clerk wrote it, letter to that
body requesting the names of
• reputable firms - who engage in
,..water tank taconite and painting.
laids will e asked of thdae firms
•liana(' by the association.
Fire Chief -Gordon Glenn sub-
mitted to the council a written
request, foe several items of
touipment, among which was 500
feet of new fire hose. The re-
queats we,-  , ›!(.1-011ned. temporar-
ily until thr toy tax collections
can 'tido offset the expense.
.3.ar and Mrs. C D. Scott. Jr.,
o Paddeah, spent' t h e weekend
'cith. Mrs. T. McConnell. ar.el
'Rev. and Mrs. 0. M. Shultz. al
Classified Ads
WALLPAPER SALE: Bay n
ow
and save-Jolner's-Your Red
Spot Paint headquarters. Join-
er Hardware Co., Priaceto
n,
Ky., a 29-tfe
FOR SALE AT BEST PRICES:
State tested. and tagged fescue
and ladino clover seed. At fat-
or call 3119. Collins-Shrewr-
bury. 34-tfc
FOR SALE: Porter paints for th
e
inside or outside of your house
or learn or other outbuildings.
See Ilodge Motor Sales & Impl.
Co., phone 2093, W. Main street.
45-tfc
S A vr TIM IDEAL WAY: Shop
at The Ideal Food Market.
45-tfc
Former Resident Named •
Trigg County Sheciff
ieurline Huntaihries,
countian, was
aen!,v appointeR to the office
shandi of Trigg county followi
Oa death of Sheriff Broadbent,
0l,w ding to Miss IluMphries•
sister. Mrs. Claude B. Wood.
Co/tiNell county.
Miss Humphries has been con-.
ructed with the Trigg sheriff's
oft,..ye since she wa's 17 years old.
At that time she began working
tor he:. brother, J. Charles Hum-
phries. then Trigg sheriff. Later
she became the first woman ti
be eiected to a, sheriff's office in
the state. She is also the sister
of Mr. las T. Humphries.
FOR S A
Nice new 4-room house on Center Street.
Only $3,100.
C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
Phone 2441 Princeton, 
Ky.
'1111111M. "Ma 111111111111a. 'OM\ 11111111111. 111
11M1Mta
suit your budget.
Free trial -- Take One Out Today
'•• 
'RY'satzes
C.
s
---
• •
Look what you get!
(c
emutAitonmt
ELDRED HOWE. CO.
Phone 2751
•ffinlis. 1` 111M. MINN\ MINI\ *ffilffill■fa
so COOL THIS Lo
00'
11/ 
1 Os,
-C
As,
OS.
COOLA
MP BREEZE CONDili°t"ool°
It takes a Flreeze to Keep -You Cool---you
 know that kon
tripe in your ear during hot weather. You 
can be "vacation
cool" at home-every day, sleep COOL eveay nig
ht with this
Coo-lair Attic Package unit in your home!
Coolair Attic Package Unit
; -
_
ea.
..kt• ' • "a', • •
r
•-•
Low first coo. • Low operating piet •
Attractive Automatic Ceiling Shutter
• Quiet, efficient operation •, Out of
inght in attic • Genuine SK F. factory.
lubricated ball bearings
Can be Installed in
Average Home for
as Little as $195.00
S. sa a NTED TO RENT: - Tobacco
, icinity of Pf1nce ton,
-ough to hold at least
noieley. _See or %elate
Route I. Princeton
45-Ito
-
: ir In. orie
, NI:ii.a .0. cali.0 ni.ar
i it : . 100 eli F. II. IVar-
-15-1tp
McConnell Electric Co.
Phone 091 N.Market Stre
et
'
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINC
ETON, KENTUCKY 
'Valley Of Fire' Finishing Attic
Powers Industry Is Economic Way
•Larderello, Italy - Grumbliag To Enlarge House(By Frank. Bruit())
mata-the stench of rotten eggs an-
nounce Italy's "Valley of Fire,
" Converting an unfi
nished attic
where volcanic power has been 
into extra rooms is the 
easiest
harnessed and put to work, 
and most ecoratonical method o
f
in the beautiful Tuscan hills near 
enlarging a house. ,
So As you come over a last 
ridge 
match 'ess lumber and less
Pisa theValley o r ere 
work are required to finish an
f La d 11o 
suddenly is below you - a fan- 
attic in contrast to adding a wing
tastic, monati•ous tentacled mast. 
to thethoise that taere is no corns.
of Metal pipes ad weirdly 
sii•ap. parison. A wing not only iti
volCes
excavation, four.dation and rela-
ed, 'bloated 200-foot-high chim-
neys. 
tiVely costly construction of out-
STEAM CLOUDS VALLEY 
• er walls and roof, but it also ne-
cessitates destruction of a certain
Hundreds of puffs and jets of amount of existing. construction
:team issue from the brick and where' the new addition is joined
metal giant and merge into a to the house.
--ritoiet that hangs over chiniffeys This problem of - expanding a
the aotten egg smell gets 
strongerehouse is the center of one of th
e
and cleraleks. As yeti near them
irui I h e ?rumbling becomes a 
major architectural controversies
over ;Mall -house design. The big
-01 question is whether to plan new
Tlas is Lartly•ello, where ap- 11 0 uses with any attics a
t all.
parently hmitless vracanic pater Building costs- are so hi
gh ovei•
has beer. harnessed to help turn old levels, 'unless you 
allow. for
the induatrial wheels of fuel-poor general inflation and chang
es in
Italy. - income, thatlnany a
rchitects ad-
,Smashed by retreating erman
'oral 
 
foises in the final days of World
War 11, the tangled ma sa of brick
and metal tubes was fully re-
tod by the Italians' in two
;sear, with the help cra-E144-45pean
Recovera program loans. It now
yields thousands of tons of chemi-
'cols and electric power for Italian
vailloads and industries.
SITS ON'VOLCANO
Larderillo is a valley that sits
uneasily on top of a volcano that
apparently has never blasted
through the earth's outer crust.
Sortie day it may do that. At Lar-
derello its boiling power comes
so close to the earth's surface
that it can be reached by drilling.
Art ERP Loan of $850,000 in
November, 1949, Was used to pur-
chase four complete rotary dril-
fmg tinits that bored to a depth
of 2,000 • meters--amore than a
mile down into the molter.- mass
of fire and steam.
With these units, Larderello's
pradUction of boric acid, ammo-
nia and other chemicals rose from
5,220 tons .in 1948 to 6,840 tore;
last year. More -important, elec-
tric powOr production increased
from 800 million to 1,800 malion
kilowatt hours.
PRODUCT! EXPANDED
Anoth loan of $850,000 from
the Exp A-Import Bar.k provided
for thrç more rotary 'drilling
unts x hcit, will further increase
the valley's production.
La-rdervlls power, plants are
about half the size of a city block.
Inside them are rows of giant
turbine generators. Steam is con-
ducted tel the bloated chimney
structures where- it is cooled and
:rum them goes to plants , where
chemicals are extracted.
_Outside the plants are trans-
formers that generate electric
power and then. send it"throUgh
the power lines that, stalk like
giants from the valley and over
the Italian -hills., Derricksdot the
valley, giving it a slight aese 1-
bl:ince to an American oil fill
FIRST USE BY FRENCHM
Tat arst efforts to use iwas
!node by a French noblasrpan in
1814. A :din- later he collected
some oi the smoking valleys Ii
acid for : co:tam-lc:al
Expel-intents to utilize its 11:1'..
ral steam powl r begat- 80 yee
...lee. Pat tcl fl. it hg steam weal
••.\ as Pot n-ought 1n until 1931.
,\- Or that, the vallcT undei
•!. of the In. :an Stat. '
Ideal sii 1 ,a.Ic., rei,k
3 acres et''SlaNIORS TAKE EXAMS
ated on, mile' from Tne Butler Illea a
• r„ I' a. aa r harn, took their final 1 . .
, , aoo la' Tuesday and We oai
It a, 7 Al: ether stud, id
43-lic toe.: iinals next I .-
W, Irtostic,y, necoromp lo
1!•2911-' C' A }torn
f25 na
cli Pleini- N'T ' NoTH E OF SALE
W al. ai W . : to the h g h
;15- 1 te ,Inclder a 1939 Plymouth coupe..
_ _ motor numb, r P8-192399, with
Ha! el Cid fee She Kentucka license numbea 532-41
3;
it,i on iind ;ate! May 12
at.bel Stit-c liar.
r..utd, :et vice, pupa-
Etichly and Satur-
Children hat la
o Or 01,11',(` ;wore,
1!,-
N1r. and NI, W I. cl .0,
Sciniren anent tpc \see k-
' xith thear son, Hill, and fain
11!--
41111111111111111111.111M
DEAD STOCK
REMOVED
We Pay Highest Cash
Prices For Horses, Cows
And Hogs':- We-Operate
Sanitary Trucks With
Leakproof Beds. Prompt,
Courteous Service.
• • a
We Pick ,Small Animals
Free Of Charge -
go •
KENTUCKY
RENDERING WORKS
Phone 3695 PrIncetors
111111111111111111011111111111I
skier yciurself lucky. .That - big
barn-like space up there under
the ;afters can provide a dandy
playroom for children and can be
inexpensively coaverted into bed-
rooms when ehildren-require sep-
arate rooms of their own,
vocate the elirhiration of attics cu fastening „them to the
along with . basements, They ua.'"ciolana T-brace, made by nail-
champion low pitched or f 1 a ing a piece' of 2 by 4 across one',
roofs to save the ' cost of eon-
' clad' das piece long enough to
structing attic space. prop up from floor tenceilitli
So if youjaave an attic, as stoat
older houses have you
 
can con„-7tiliptirt, one end of a'aheet of
board the other end is tem-
poral-O. inserted in an .11-brace
to allow for nailing.
Inexpensive wallboard can be
painted, papered, left- With its
natural tinish, or- obtained in Pre-
dee'gratial form.
Nitta, such at the mireral
or loose fikl insulators 'f
or flat
surfaces,' such as venni-Mlle; 
or
reflective otatal foil insulotIOn.
If you use metal foil, install
 it
snugly 'between studs and rafters
with all joints its tight as possi-
ble. Make certain that you 
leave
an air space. on cacti suks
ace.,If
you slap It up against outer wall
s
you destroy much 'o'f its insulating
quality by making it a conductor
and you have a vapor beerier 
it.
the worst of all possible plawea-
where warm inner air eondensed
against the cold.au.rface. .
Ptbperly installed reflective in-
aulation has many advantages and
the accordion pleateartypg, Which
is double with air space between,
rates Very high in efficiency.
Modern buildirsg •materials also
make the enclosing of attic rooms
a comparatively, simple job. Or-
dinary paper composition Wall-
board, gypsum - wallboard that- is
virtually prefabricated plaster,
fiber boards and the pressed Wood
hardboards all come/ in large
sheets-the cominoneat being 4
by 8 het.
Although the work of installing
thiac alreeta goes faster with two
men. it ls - entirely possible 1'01
011P .11)1/1 !O handle theirs easi.iy
The first thing to determine is-.
the strength of the joists. When
an attic is built without any 'ac-
cess, it is very possible that the
joists may .be inadequate for the
combined dead and live loads of
livable rooms. When the use of an
attic is not aaticipated, ceiling
joists merely have to be strong
enough to hold Up the.' lath and
plaster under them.
For a storage attic, joists usual-
ly are wily slightly stronger and
still not heavy enough for rooms
to be oceapied. Then if you plan
to add an extra bedroom iri an
attic, eafen stronger fratnirsg is
called tor. So check the joists,
either by comparing their sizes
anal spar,a, with the joists under
the main' floor, Or have a compe-
tent cin-pentee inspect 'them. Al-
most any caepentry manual will
slio•.v the spans and loads .that are
saje jar various joist sizes and
wood spe:les. , ea lt on Easter Sunday.
Strongerc' jests can be installed
.d ,...
if needed. so this precaution is 
tugal has an area, of
hot a matter of throwing 
cold 35,4641 square mile s, slightls 111
ox Neighs 600 pounds, is 913-inca- 
Shop at
,naillea than Indiana.
wale, on your dream attic.
roof p;teh, where vou will ave a .•
-Ira • 
e . Ideal Food Market
h iron blade, probably 5,0
00.
The average full-grown -musk' II'
The. roxt point to figure on is
I Establish lines On eith-
es leng and 55 inches high.
er side of the. attic, under the
yeas= 01,1. has been found in one'
111.  111 1111 111 1111 1
11 11.1 1111 11
Thursda , Ma
I -, WHEN 'YOU WANT
 TO BUY, SELL, RENT
or exchange city or farm 
property apt me leyeryhas,
Heal Estate, Pritparly Managem
ent, lasuranie, Ham,
Chas. J. White- Dial 2375 - Office dyer Penne
Home Loans
Select The
HOME
Of Your Dreams
We'll Help You
FINANCE IT:
PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN AS
Phone 3225 
Illemarit IHotel
tomr...•••••m,
•
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS
OF CALDWELL COUNTY
The Board of Supervisors Is Now h
'Will Be' In Session ,Through Mona
They Are Now Reviewing The Rol.) .z
Notices To Taxpayers.
Anyone Wishing To Appear fief(
May Do So During This Period
5-foot rise -from floor to rafters.
Along these lines you will want
to -run - 2 by 4s from floor to raf-
ters, for studs to provide nailing
space for '.vallboard. Lathing-and
plastering cs generally rated as
too men of a luxury these
cut,.- remodeling, so for c,
omy p:•obabry •use s
firm wallboard.
Decor :woe insulating boaid
hut c ven noire
elete ..1.1:1 pay ,0 the
11• 7.• k••'11.1;0• vccv
McCracken (aitinty, at 10 a. ,
Saturday, May 17, at Bonita;
Mot, ira garage for storage charges
.11,,ndolph Motors, Main Street.'
'1 in. (-ton. Kentucky - 45
Called-for
by most
graduates!
aaa
llhillllG RIM)
Card Of Thanks
e 1..1 cOIl
ne.gnbois Lei their de,
kindness during the death oi
cine Your kindness will
Ice' remembered by us.
Is a !amity of alas. Luther peters
45-It, 11„
In :Memoriam
In loving nfitmory of Nancy
Jane Dixon who died one year
ago, Mity 6, 1951.
bne year has passed since that
sad day, when one we loved was
called away. God took her home.
It was His will, but in our hearts
she livetb
-tier husband and children
, 45-Hp
Danny Devine, 27 -yew -old
graduate of the University of Min-
eesota, is the new. Coach of the
:reshman !NOSH team at Michi-
aan State.
Lyon Patrick, coasai of tnelloss
ton Br am,' in the National Hock-
ey League, is the yauncxst coach
In the lreuit. lie just celebratesi I
us 40th birthday.
Besutifulenoughfortheprettiest
party doilies, practical enough
for fseryday-there's no better
buy at ariy price. Proportioned
RUNIMING BIRD 60,60 gauge,
15 denier"... and HUMMING
BIRD 51, 51 gauge, 15 denier
... in Romance colors: Stardust,
Apple 13101.110f11, Gaiety, Honey
Beige, and Rose Petal,
SiUMMING BIRD 60, 1.50
HUMMING BIRD 51, 135
PRINCETON
SHOE CO.
Do You Know?
alai Schmidt and Woody Du'
mart, hockey stars with the Bos-
ton 13ruina, will be honored with
a n.glir on March 18.
Onyx-as produced in .the San
Qyintin area-of Lower California..
Electricity will flow through
%irate:- better if a little salt is
added.
Eater Island, lonely South Pa-
cific ipek, is smaller than the
District of Columbia.
Easter Island, lonely south Pa-
cific speck, is visited by only on
or two ships a year. .
Norway maintains a polar bear
sanctuary in the Spitsbergen ar-
chipelago.
Tasman-ion blue gum, a tree,
WOod so dense that it sinks in
Eft-ter Ts:and is so named a-
IIII MI NI III III MOM III •
; We Too Need A Rest
•
111 Beginning Thursday, May 22
111 our store will be closed ALL
III DAY on Thursday during the
II summer months of May, June
July and August.
• FIVE DAYS EACH WEEK YOU
Dutca explorer disc. I MAY SAVE THE IDEAL WAY
Red Front Stores
WANTED 1.000 Country Hams
Farmers bring your country meat to your Red Front
We pay top prices.
SPECIAL PYREX DINNERWARE $2.98
with $20.00-worth of cash register receipts.
VIENNA SAUSA9E; Roger Brand
4 oz. can  17c
SARDINES, Oval in mustard or
tomato sauce, can-  15c
POTTED MEAT, Derby Brand
No. 14 can  9c
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver River
No. 2 can  25c
BROOMS, -Silver Knight, five sewed-
each  89c
GREEN BEANS, Nancy Jo, cut
19 oz. can  131 2c
PEACHES, Hunt's in heavy syrup
No. 21 2 can  29c
APPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand
- 28 oz. jar  25c
TOMATO CATSUP, Scott County
12 oz. bottle  15c
SLICED PINEAPPLE, Lotus
No. 2 can  - 29c
SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
32 oz. jar '  39c
ORANRE or GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, Blue
Bird6 oz. can . 5 for $1.00
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
No. 1 can  10c
SAUER KRAUT, Scott 'Co...re,
No': 2'/2 can   1
TOMATO JUICE, C. C C B-'c-d
46 oz. can
FLOUR, Pure & White
25 lb. bag plain a
CHUM SALMON, Tennis
tall can
PEAS, Hearthstone
16 oz., can 
MACKEREL, Half Hill
16 oz. can  
TOMATO PUREE, Hunt s
8 oz. can .
OLEOMARGARINE, Loving
1 4 lb. colored sticks, lb
TURNIP GREENS, Gulf Kist
No. 2 can 
SARDINES, in oil or mustard
No. 14 size can 
TOMATO SOUP, Phillips
101/2 oz. con .
COFFEE, Loving Cup, the
the wonderful flavor, lb 7
IMPORTED SARDINES, Modesto, fan
s Moroccan in olive oil, ,
No. 1 4 can . 3 
for.5
COUNTRY ESTATE FACIAL SOAP 10 bars to plastic 
bag
MEAT SPECIALS
BEEF STEAK, sirloin and club PICNIC Fla,MS
Choice & U. S. Good, lb. -89c small, lean, lb
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
GRAPEFRUIT ORANGES,
'IVO. mesh bag  55c 5 lb. mesh bag
MORE MONEY ' 
;
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